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Abstract 

Multi-access edge computing (MEC) is the next paradigm to support the enormous 

growth of diverse mobile applications that require high computational power, ultra-low 

latency, and high bandwidth. The user experience can be enhanced beyond the 

constrained resources limited by the mobile devices by offloading computation-intensive 

tasks to the MEC hosts. Since MEC hosts are deployed proximity to the end-users, 

mobility of users leads to multiple handovers in the mobile network, which leads to 

application migrations in the MEC network. Hence, there is a critical challenge in MEC 

to maintain the service continuity between the offloaded user application that is running 

on the MEC host and the mobile device when a user is moving from radio node to radio 

node.  On the other hand, since a larger number of MEC hosts are going to be deployed 

within the radio access network, the energy efficiency of these hosts is another challenge 

for MEC service providers.  

In this thesis, we design an energy-efficient MEC network through optimizing the 

resource allocation and MEC hosts selection problems by considering user movements. 

Our findings could help mobile operators in developing a real-time network resource 

orchestration system to reduce network costs while increasing the number of users based 

on users’ mobility patterns. This thesis advances the state-of-the-art by making the 

following contributions: 

1. Correlated user mobility model to produce user trajectories during the morning 

commute. 

2. A utilitarian resource distribution algorithm to select suitable locations to 

deploy hosts and the right amount of resources for each MEC host 
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3. Energy-efficient server selection methodologies and energy-efficient virtual 

machine placement and migration processes to maximize the energy efficiency 

of the MEC hosts 

4. An extended Balas-Geoffrion additive algorithm to select a suitable host based 

on cost minimization for MEC host selection problem 

5. A shortest path-based methodology for host selection and user application 

migration problem to maximize the energy efficiency of the MEC network.  
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1. Introduction 

 Information and communication technologies continue to reshape people’s lifestyle 

and daily activity. Introduction of smartphones drastically changed the way we 

communicate with each other on daily basis [1]. Smartphones transformed mobile devices 

from having basic communication functionality to powerful platforms supporting the 

converged delivery of communication, entertainment, and computing devices, disrupting 

a range of consumer technologies in the form of mobile computing [2]. With the 

increasing computing power of smartphones, rapid growth in mobile applications further 

fuelled the unprecedented success of smartphones as the pervasive and accessible 

platform of choice [3]. Mobile applications soon provide us with the ability to achieve 

things that were never possible, replaced popular gadgets to attain dominance, become 

part of our way of life, from home to work, from schools to universities, from business to 

government embracing the rapid adoption [4]. The future of mobile applications can be 

perceived from the prediction that revenue from mobile applications will nearly be more 

than doubled in 2023 as of 2019 [5].  

On the other hand, the emergence of virtual reality, augmented reality and mixed 

reality technologies, often referred to as ‘XR technologies’ [6], are currently being 

developed at a rapid pace to support the new mode of interactivity and being examined 

for adoption across a diverse cross section of applications [7]. The current market demand 

for XR technologies can be understood from the statistic that states global augmented 

reality and virtual reality market in the healthcare industry is expected to reach $10.82 

billion by 2025, representing a remarkable 2019-2026 compound annual growth rate of 

36.1% [8]. Such technologies are incorporated into mobile applications as well as mobile 

platforms being designed and developed natively to better support such technologies. 

Latest smartphones can be used to execute some of the XR applications such as Pokémon 

Go and Titans of space. In addition, external mobile devices such as Oculus Rift and 

Qualcomm’s snapdragon XR smart viewer also available to enjoy the immersive 

experience of these technologies. Obviously, these technologies would demand even 

greater computing and storage capabilities in future mobile devices. 

1 
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Due to the size constraint in mobile devices, computing and storage capacities and 

battery power are always limited [9]. Thus, the capacity to meet the rising demand for 

more mobile computing capabilities could potentially be limited by these constraints on 

the mobile device’s capabilities. Computation offloading is a promising solution to solve 

the resource constraint issues in mobile devices. 

In addition, industrial automation is undergoing a tremendous change with the 

introduction of the Internet of Things (IoT) and cyber-physical system (CPS) concepts in 

industrial application scenarios which leads the way to Industry 4.0 [10]. Applications 

such as factory automation (real-time control of machines and systems in fast production 

and manufacturing lines), process automation (monitoring and diagnostics of industrial 

elements), smart grid, autonomous driving and optimization of road traffic require very 

low latency and high reliability [11]. The above-mentioned requirement needs to be 

satisfied in computation offloading form IoT devices. 

1.1. Introduction of MEC 

The concept of computation offloading by taking advantage of scalable access to 

computational resources enabled by the cloud computing is used to address the inherent 

problems in mobile computing by using external computing resource providers other than 

the mobile device itself to host the execution of computationally intensive tasks from 

mobile applications [12] [13]. By exploiting the computing and storage capabilities of the 

cloud, computation-intensive applications can then be executed on mobile devices [14]. 

This introduces the concept of mobile cloud computing. Mobile cloud computing offers 

many advantages for mobile devices such as extended battery life, improving data storage 

capacity and processing power and improving reliability [15].  While the cloud computing 

offers significant computation resource, due to their location deep in the network, they 

are well-suited to applications with higher computation power requirement and less 

concerned about the excessive round-trip times to get tasks offloaded and executed due 

to latencies associated with the networking. 

Despite the merits of mobile cloud computing, it faces inevitable problems such as 

long latency and backhaul bandwidth limitations due to the long-distance [14]. Therefore, 

mobile cloud computing is not suitable for computation offloading from mobile 

applications which require low latency and high bandwidth [16]  [11]. However, stringent 
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latency requirements are of utmost importance for providing a pleasant immersive 

experience for end users in XR applications [11] [17]. 

Multi-access edge computing (MEC) is an emerging solution to address the above-

mentioned challenges which is expected to be deployed with the fifth-generation (5G) 

mobile communication networks [18]. The benefits of MEC consist of low latency, 

proximity, high bandwidth, real-time radio network information and location awareness 

[19].  MEC hosts, which consists of virtualization infrastructure to provide compute, 

storage and network resources for mobile applications, are deployed within the radio 

access network (RAN). Figure 1.1 summarises the need for the MEC network where 

computing-intensive mobile applications with very low latency requirement drive the 

mobile network to add MEC support on the existing mobile communication network. 

Since MEC hosts with limited resources are deployed at RAN, it brings new challenges 

to MEC.  

1.2.  Motivations: Challenges in the MEC network 

 In order to design a MEC network, first of all, demands for MEC network need to be 

analyzed. One such demands is computation offloading from mobile applications to the 

MEC system. The following groups of mobile applications are expected to be the 

 

Figure 1.1 Introduction of multi-access edge computing network 
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dominant mobile applications in future, creating a diversity of requirements and 

challenges for the mobile networks [20]. 

• Enhanced mobile broadband (eMMB): Mobile Broadband addresses the 

human-centric use cases for access to multi-media content, services and data 

• Ultra-reliable and low latency communications (URLLC): This use case has 

stringent requirements of mobile applications for capabilities such as throughput, latency 

and availability. 

• Massive machine type communications (mMTC): This use case is 

characterized by a very large number of connected devices typically transmitting a 

relatively low volume of non-delay sensitive data. 

To summaries, these new and emerging applications require ultra-reliable, very low 

latency and high bandwidth. Thus, the MEC networks in 5G are expected to support these 

requirements.  

MEC computation offloading process 

Figure 1.2 shows the procedure of initiating computation offloading in MEC. A device 

application suitable for execution in the MEC system will first send a request to the MEC 

orchestrator to initiate computation offloading from the device to the MEC system. The 

request will contain information about the application in terms of rules and requirements. 

Before selecting a MEC host for serving the request, the MEC orchestrator will examine 

information such as the required virtualized computing resources, latency requirement, 

 

Figure 1.2 Computation offloading process of MEC 
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required mobile edge services, connectivity or mobility requirement, and information 

about the resources currently available in the MEC system. It will then select one or more 

MEC hosts within the MEC system and triggers the creation of an application context, 

i.e., user application in the selected MEC host(s). Once the user application is created, the 

device application that is running on the mobile device can choose to offload the whole 

or part of the computational load to the user application running on the selected MEC 

host(s). 

Deployment Challenges 

 MEC service providers need to select suitable locations to deploy MEC hosts in RAN 

to support the mobile application requirements. MEC hosts can be deployed at a radio 

node, or a data aggregation point of multiple radio nodes or at the edge of the access 

network [21]. Figure 1.3 shows the different deployment location selections for MEC 

service providers to select to deploy MEC hosts. Interestingly, one of these deployment 

 

Figure 1.3 Deployment options of MEC hosts 
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options can alone be used or a combination of different deployment options can also be 

considered for deployment to enhance MEC hosts collaborations. This leads to a critical 

challenge to MEC service providers to select suitable locations to deploy MEC hosts [22]. 

Once the locations are selected, service providers need to find out the right amount of 

resources to allocate in each MEC host. Allocating the right amount of resources in MEC 

host is also a critical challenge since it is much expensive to run a server in RAN than in 

a cloud data centre [23]. 

Once the amount of resources has been calculated, selecting suitable physical servers 

to deploy in the MEC host is another challenge. The total cost of ownership and the energy 

efficiency need to be considered in selecting suitable physical servers for the deployment. 

Even after deployment, the service provider’s challenge is to make sure that the MEC 

hosts are operating in an energy-efficient manner to reduce the maintenance cost [23]. 

In addition to the above-mentioned challenges in the design and deployment of MEC 

hosts, user mobility imposes a major challenge in maintaining the computation offloading 

service continuity [24]. User mobility in the RAN may lead to multiple handovers in radio 

nodes to maintain the continuity of the mobile connection. Computation offloading 

service continuity is different from the mobile connection continuity. Connection 

continuity should be maintained by handing over to the new radio node whenever the user 

moves to a new radio node. On the other hand, service continuity in computation 

offloading does not always require moving offloaded user application to the nearest MEC 

host. Because service continuity can be maintained even the user application is hosted in 

a MEC host that is not nearest. In this case, traffic can be directed between MEC host and 

mobile device while maintaining the service continuity. This makes computation 

offloading handovers differ from connection handovers. Thus, selecting a suitable MEC 

host to provide offloading service to a mobile user is a new challenge for MEC service 

provider. However, user mobility can be predicted up to an accuracy of 93% [25] which 

can be used to select suitable MEC host. 

1.3. Thesis Outlines and Original Contributions 

The key to the focus of this thesis to investigate and develop a framework for design 

and optimisation of the MEC network considering the above-mentioned challenges in 
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MEC. The overall objective of the thesis is to design a multi-access edge computing 

network that  

• performs computation offloading of mobile applications,  

• delivers high quality of user experience in terms of latency. 

• considers maximizing energy efficiency. and 

• well-performs in resource constraint environment. 

This chapter provides the overarching motivation for this research, by outlining key 

benefits as well as remaining challenges towards realising highly effective MEC network. 

The motivations to design a MEC network and the design challenges are discussed in 

detail and Chapter 1 also provides an introduction to the organization of the Thesis as 

well as the original contributions described in subsequent chapters.  The rest of the thesis 

is arranged in 6 additional Chapters The detailed content of these chapters are described 

below. 

1.3.1 Chapter 2 Literature Review 

Chapter 2 analyses the current trend in MEC. The emerging and future requirement of 

mobile applications such as ultra-low latency and high data transfer are discussed. Then 

the possible solutions to satisfy such requirements are discussed. The need for the MEC 

network is explained with the challenges it introduces. Then the motivations for this thesis 

is presented with different possible questions to solve such challenges. 

1.3.2 Chapter 3 Deployment and Resource Distributions of MEC Hosts 

Chapter 3 focuses on selecting suitable locations to deploy MEC hosts and allocating 

suitable resources for each MEC host. A maximization problem is formulated to 

maximize the total number of tasks accomplished in the MEC system considering user 

mobility and resource limitations due to budget constraints. A correlated user mobility 

model is proposed to mimic user mobility during morning peak hour. Utilitarian resource 

distribution algorithm is presented to solve the maximization problem. The results show 

that the propose3d algorithms outperform the other methods in terms of maximizing the 

total number of tasks accomplished in the MEC system. 
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Original Contributions of Chapter 3 are listed as follows: 

• Mobile applications were grouped based on the latency requirement. Two task 

deadline requirements were proposed for MEC services: hard deadline (i.e., for 

applications with crucial latency requirements such as medical applications) 

and soft deadline (i.e., for applications with flexible deadline requirements 

such as online gaming, augmented reality and virtual reality tour guides). 

• Correlated mobility model is developed to produce user mobility traces during 

morning peak hours.  

• Computation offloading request profiles were modelled for optimizing MEC 

hosts deployments and resource distributions. 

• Utilitarian resource distribution algorithm is constructed to determine the ideal 

locations to deploy the MEC hosts and the amount of resources needed to be 

allocated in each MEC host in order to maximize the total number of tasks 

accomplished while users are moving in correlated mobility given that the 

resources in the MEC system are limited.  

• Extensive simulations are provided to verify the performance of the proposed 

methods. It is observed that 60% of the total minimum required resources of 

the MEC system is adequate to satisfy 90% and 82% of the total tasks requests 

for hard deadline and soft deadline requirement applications, respectively.  

• It is also observed that the deployment of MEC host at the radio node and 

aggregation point have a significant impact on the total tasks accepted profile 

of MEC services due to additional latency of the backhaul. 

1.3.3 Chapter 4 Energy-Efficient MEC Hosts 

In the previous chapter, we proposed solutions to select suitable locations to deploy 

MEC hosts and allocate compute resources in each MEC host. In Chapter 4, energy 

efficiency is considered in selecting suitable physical servers to deploy in MEC hosts and 

maintaining service continuity. Energy minimization problem without compromising the 

user’s quality of service is formulated. A methodology based on computation offloading 

demand profile is proposed to select suitable physical servers. MEC host energy-efficient 

processes also proposed to minimize the energy consumption during the operations of 
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MEC host. The simulation results show significant improvement in energy efficiency in 

MEC hosts compared to traditional methods.  

Original Contributions of Chapter 4 are listed as follows: 

• A server selection methodology is proposed to select the suitable physical 

server class based on the task offloading request profile of the MEC host by 

considering energy efficiency  

• An energy-efficient methodology that comprises of three processes to 

minimize the total energy consumption of the MEC host is also proposed. 

These three processes are (i) Virtual machine (VM) migration process to select 

the suitable VMs in a physical server (PS) to migrate in order to save energy 

or to keep the utilization of the PS below the threshold value. This process also 

keeps the PSs in the sleep state if there are any PSs in idle state; (ii) VM 

placement process to place the VMs in the queue in an energy-efficient way; 

(iii) PS activation process to activate (wake up) the PS from sleep state if it is 

required.  

• A queueing trigger-based approach is then proposed to initiate the (ii) and (iii) 

in order to minimize both the queueing delay and energy consumption. The 

proposed methodologies were evaluated based on correlated mobility during 

morning peak hours and uniform workload.   

• The results show that up to 34.32% of the energy can be saved by carefully 

selecting the physical servers in a MEC host and an average of 16.15% energy 

savings can be achieved in the MEC system using our proposed method during 

peak hours. 

1.3.4 Chapter 5 Optimum MEC Host Selection 

In the previous chapters, deployment and hardware selections are considered for MEC 

deployment. After the deployment, during computation offloading, selecting suitable 

MEC host to serve computation offloading request is a critical challenge for MEC service 

providers. In this chapter, MEC host selection based on cost minimization is considered. 

Extended Balas-Geoffrion algorithm is proposed to solve the minimization problem in 
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which an additive algorithm which reduces the time complexity to solve the problem. 

Simulation results show that the extended Balas algorithm reaches the optimal solution 

in terms of the number of iterations required to reach the solution. 

Original Contributions of Chapter 5 are listed as follows: 

• The MEC hosts selection problem is first formulated as a 1-0 integer program 

(binary programming) problem to minimize the total cost of provisioning the 

offloading services at the MEC host; 

• The use of Balas-Geoffrion additive algorithm is extended to find the optimal 

solution for the special case of binary programming problems similar to the 

MEC hosts selection problem. The modifications are as follows: 

• The strategy to select the free variable is modified to include the minimum 

coefficient in the objective function. 

• The algorithm described is simplified to omit the tests that are not relevant to 

the context of this special case problems. 

• The proposed algorithm minimizes the computation time complexity since 

only the addition and subtraction operations are employed to find the optimal 

solution; 

• It is shown through simulations that the number of iterations to find the optimal 

solution in the proposed extended algorithm outperforms the original Balas-

Geoffrion algorithm; 

• The trade-off between the servicing costs and the number of tasks rejected is 

compared between the collaborative and independent methods. 

1.3.5 Chapter 6 Mobility-aware Energy Optimization in MEC Host 

Selection 

Energy optimization based on user mobility in MEC host selection is another critical 

challenge. In this chapter, the shortest path problem is formulated to minimize the total 

energy consumption in MEC host selection and user application migration problem. 

Computational intensity is proposed as an important metric to categorize user applications 
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based on its resource requirement. Results from extensive simulations show that MEC 

host selection can be pre-calculated based on the user mobility and available resources in 

the MEC network, where those can be predicted using machine learning and big data 

analytics. 

Original Contributions of Chapter 6 are listed as follows:  

• The total duration of computation offloading of the user application is divided 

into multiple time periods based on the time spent by the user in each default 

serving MEC host based on the user mobility predictions. This is because the 

user application migration is required during handovers.  

• Energy efficiency in MEC hosts selection and user application migration 

problem considering the user mobility and latency requirements, which is 

currently lacking in the literature, was modelled as a shortest path problem. 

• The computational intensity (CI) metric, which is important to describe the 

type of the application based on computation and data offloading requirement 

is then proposed. CI metric can be used to select suitable MEC hosts in user 

application deployment. 

• The above-mentioned problem was analysed through extensive simulations 

and observe a predictable pattern in selecting suitable MEC hosts for user 

application deployment based on the requirement of the application. 

• Results show that with accurate predictions of user mobility and the MEC 

network resource usage, MEC hosts selections can be precalculated to 

minimize offloading request response time. 

1.3.6 Chapter 7 Conclusions and Future Directions 

Chapter 7 summarises the research work, important insights and findings, and 

contributions reported in this thesis. Further, in this chapter, potential future directions 

based on the research activities covered in this thesis are provided for the benefit of 

anyone pursuing this research further. 
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2. Literature Review 

2.1. Requirements for Next-Generation Networks 

Next-generation mobile networks are not only envisioned to enhance the traditional 

mobile broadband use cases but also aim to meet the requirements of new use cases, such 

as ultra-reliable and low latency communication and massive machine type 

communications [20]. Therefore, in addition to the classical mobile broadband traffic 

demands of high throughput and capacity, new requirements of achieving low latency and 

high reliability for many IoT use cases are very critical for next-generation networks such 

as 5G and 5G advance [11]. 

For example, the end-to-end latency should be around 1 millisecond for the tactile 

Internet [26] [27], and in the order of a few microseconds to a few milliseconds for 

industrial applications [10], and in the order of 100 microseconds for uploading or 

downloading in mobile networks. For example, some critical applications telesurgery in 

healthcare and traffic control in transportation [28] require near-real-time connectivity. 

The throughput requirements of these applications may vary widely from small amounts 

of data to large exchanges of media data transfer to and from the remote server. These 

requirements are mainly dependent on the application needs [11]. Furthermore, In some 

cases, applications such as autonomous automotive vehicles [29], extended reality 

applications including augmented and virtual reality (AR/VR) and robotic applications, 

which are essential for Industrial IoT (IIoT), may require both high data rates as well as 

ULL [30] [31]. In these cases, high data rates may be required for transferring live video 

streams from cameras that are used to control vehicles and robots to the remote servers 

for processing [32]. Hence, in such heterogeneous environments and applications, a 

mechanism to accommodate a diverse range of ULL requirements would be very helpful 

in implementing support for these applications [33]. 
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2.2. Computation Offloading 

On the other hand, computation offloading to mobile cloud computing is an existing 

paradigm to support resource-limited mobile devices. Computation offloading is a 

technique in which resource-constrained mobile devices fully or partially offload its 

computation-intensive tasks to a resource-rich cloud environment to be executed in the 

cloud environment and get the results back. Computation offloading is performed mostly 

to save energy which saves battery life in the mobile device, speed up the process of 

computation, or due to the incapability of the mobile device to process computation-

intensive tasks [18]. Cyber foraging [34] is a pervasive computing technique, which 

enables computation offloading to enhance the capabilities of mobile devices, while 

significantly improving energy efficiency. Different cost models were proposed in the 

literature for resource monitoring and profiling [13] [35] [36] [37] of mobile applications. 

These cost models are then used to predict the cost, used for a cost-benefit analysis. Cost-

benefit analysis is essential to evaluate the benefits of offloading [12] compared to 

execute in the local, i.e., in the mobile device. Based on the cost-benefit analysis, 

computation offloading decisions are made in mobile devices. 

The experimental results to evaluate the effectiveness of computation offloading in 

[38] [39] validate that the computation offloading can save energy significantly in mobile 

devices. Hence, many mobile applications take advantages of computation offloading and 

remote processing to save energy in mobile devices. For example, computation offloading 

of a compiler optimization function in the image processing application [40] reduces up 

to 41% of the energy consumption of a mobile device. Further, using memory arithmetic 

unit and interface (MAUI) methodology to offload mobile game components [13] to 

servers in the cloud can save up to 27% of energy for typical games and 45% for 

computing-intensive games such as the chess game.  

Computation offloading also reduces the running cost for compute-intensive tasks that 

take a long time to execute, in turn, a large amount of energy when performed on the 

resource-constraint devices. This leads to enormous computing-intensive mobile 

applications to be executed in cloud data centres using computation offloading technique.  

For example, cloud computing can be used for transcoding in real time [41], playing chess 

[42], or broadcasting multimedia services [43] in mobile devices. In these cases, all the 
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complex calculations are processed efficiently on the cloud using computation offloading 

technique.  

In addition to the benefit in computation offloading, there are two major issues 

associated with radio access: power consumption and latency. These are the major 

bottlenecks in the usage of computation offloading in MCC in current mobile networks. 

In macro cellular systems, the power used for computation offloading from mobile 

devices is significant, especially if the mobile devices are in the edge of the cell. In some 

cases, this large power consumption may invalidate all potential benefits of computation 

offloading in terms of energy saving [14]. Thus, to avoid such a case, a possible way to 

reduce this power consumption is to bring computational resources proximity to the end 

users. 

2.3. Multi-access Edge Computing 

To reduce latency, core functions such as gateway nodes, along with the applications 

and services themselves, will need to be moved closer to the end users [16]. Software-

defined networking (SDN) and network functions virtualization (NFV) are two trends in 

Table 2.1 Comparison of mobile edge computing and mobile cloud computing. 

 Mobile edge computing Mobile cloud computing 

Resources Data centres with limited resources 

(small scale data centre) [29] 

Data centres with ample amount 

of resources (Large scale) [30] 

Location Co-located with wireless gateways, 

WI-FI routers or radio access 

network 

Dedicated cloud data centres 

[31] 

Distance  Proximity to end users (tens of 

hundreds of meters) 

Far from end users (may across 

the continent) 

Latency Can support less than of milliseconds 

[32] 

Can support larger than 100 

milliseconds [33] 

Use cases Ultra-low latency and computation-

intensive applications [34] 

Latency-tolerant and 

computation-intensive 

application [35] 
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mobile networking that are being considered for future mobile network architectures, 

which offer opportunities for lower latency in distributed topologies [44] [45]. 

Table 2.1 summarizes the comparison of the mobile edge computing and mobile cloud 

computing concepts in terms of available resources, location, distance, latency and use 

cases. To summaries, based on the characteristics of mobile edge computing, it is more 

suitable for ULL and computing intensive applications. Since mobile edge computing 

servers are deployed proximity to the end users, it has advantages of lower latency with 

constraint in computing resources. 

2.3.1 Edge Computing Architectures 

Three different edge computing architectures have been proposed in the literature: fog 

computing, cloudlet and multi-access edge computing. The basic variations in terms of 

ownership and locations are summarized in  Table 2.2. All of these are similar concepts 

with very little variations in the usage scenarios and deployment location. 

Fog computing is one of the edge computing paradigm originally proposed by Cisco 

with the intension of supporting mainly the future internet of things (IoT) applications 

[46] [47]. Fog computing uses edge devices such as switches and routers to carry out the 

computation offloading functionality in the wireless network, instead of separate servers 

in other architectures. The name fog computing is an analogy that the fog is closer to 

people than the cloud in nature. Correspondingly, the IoT device is closer to a fog 

Table 2.2 Comparison of edge computing architecture. 

 MEC [34] Fog Computing [36] Cloudlet [33] 

Proposed by ETSI  Cisco Prof. Satyanarayanan 

Ownership Mobile 

operators 

Fog node owners Local business 

Location RAN In between mobile 

devices and data 

centres 

In between mobile 

devices and data centers 

or directly in a device  
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computing platform than to large-scale data centres located in the cloud, distance-wise. 

The proposed 2-tier architecture of fog computing deployment of IoT applications is not 

sufficient for the requirements of low latency, mobility, and location awareness [48]. 

On the other hand, the concept of Cloudlet is developed by an academic team from 

Carnegie Mellon University [49]. The cloudlet can be considered as an extension of the 

cloud in which a scale down version of a data centre is deployed in a box.  It is self-

managed, energy-efficient and simple to deploy on commercial sites such as a coffee shop 

or an office room. To further simplify the cloudlet deployment, one approach would be 

integrating cloudlet and WiFi access point into a single entity. On the other hand, since it 

can be deployed in different locations independently, managing installed cloudlets are 

challenging [50].  

Multi-access edge computing (MEC) is proposed in [51] to provide communication, 

computing and storage facilities within the radio access network. MEC can yield 

sufficient capacities by harvesting the available compute resources at proximity to the 

users for performing computation-intensive and latency-critical computational tasks, that 

could not be effectively executed at the mobile device (MD) [52]. When MEC hosts are 

deployed in a hierarchical topology, the computational capabilities of MEC hosts vary 

depending on the deployment locations [53] due to the size and performance of the 

servers. For instance, more powerful servers can be deployed at the edge of the core 

Table 2.3 Related works on use cases of MEC 

Applications and use 

cases 

Related work Key point 

AR/VR [43] Real-time processing, context-aware 

Connected Vehicles [44] [45] [46] Traffic control, V2X communication 

Video streaming and 

analysis 

[47]  Redundant video avoidance 

Internet of things [48] [49] [50] 

[51] [52] [53] 

Healthcare, smart grid, smart home, 

smart city 
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network than at a radio node. On the other hand, more network bandwidth can be allocated 

between the mobile device and the radio node than the mobile device and edge of the core 

network. 

2.3.2 Use Cases and applications of MEC 

Some of the experiment analysis from the literature related to the use cases and 

applications of MEC are summarized in Table 2.3. The MEC host with powerful 

processing ability can use local context information to open an enormous mobile 

applications opportunity which is very suitable for the AP/VR applications [54] and video 

analytics [55]. MEC network can play an important role in next-generation transportation 

technology including connected vehicles, V2X communication and automotive safety. 

Since MEC hosts are located proximity to the vehicles and can collect and analyze real-

time data, it can provide roadside functionality such as traffic control and smart parking 

with ultra-low latency [56]. These can be achieved through sensor devices installed in 

smart city implementations [57].  

MEC is capable of providing different services that would not be possible before [56]. 

For example, experiments conducted for the healthcare system in [58] proved that edge 

computing is faster and more energy-efficient than cloud computing. In addition, machine 

to machine (M2M) interactions in future networks can be enabled by deploying MEC 

hosts as gateways close to the smart devices [59]. It is also helpful to discover the 

incidence of abnormal events for time-critical events since it is much easier to exploit the 

contents generated by a large number of connected devices in the MEC network [60]. 

The work in [61] shows that the communication latency of offloading tasks can be 

reduced in the MEC network without affecting the network performance. The work 

carried out in [62] confirms that computation offloading in edge computing improves 

latency for highly interactive and compute-intensive applications such as augmented 

reality and cognitive assistance, in radio networks. Experimental results in [63] from radio 

networks show that computation offloading to cloudlets improves execution latency by 

51% compared to offloading to the cloud.  
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2.3.3 Computation Offloading in MEC 

The main objective of the researches in the literature focusing on the computation 

offloading decision is to minimize energy consumption at the mobile device while 

maximum tolerable latency constraint is satisfied, to minimize an execution delay, or to 

find an optimum trade-off between both the energy consumption and the execution delay. 

The design objectives of the recent researches in [64] [65] [66] [67] are to minimize 

the computation delay in offloading.  For instances, computation offloading of a  

multiuser video compression application is considered in [64] to minimize the latency in 

local compression and edge cloud compression considering partial offloading scenarios. 

The objective of minimizing execution delay in [67] is achieved by the one-dimensional 

search algorithm. The proposed algorithm finds an optimal offloading decision policy 

according to the current status of the mobile device such as buffer state, available 

processing powers and the conditions of the radio channel between the mobile device and 

the MEC host. When compared to the previous study, [68] reduces the application failures 

for the offloaded applications.  

The different approaches are proposed in [69], [70] [71] for computation offloading 

decision making to minimize the total energy consumption at the mobile device while 

satisfying the maximum tolerable latency constraint of the application. A peer offloading 

framework is proposed in [69] for autonomous decision making. A Markov decision 

process (MDP) is formulated in [70] for the optimization problem. To solve the 

optimization problem, pre-calculated offline approach and an online learning approach 

are used. A further extension of [70] from a single-user to a multi-user scenario is 

considered in [71]. 

The papers in [68] [72] considers the energy consumption of mobile device based on 

dynamic voltage and frequency scaling (DVFS) and energy harvesting techniques as in 

[73] to minimize the energy consumption in computation offloading during the execution 

at the mobile device and data transmission over the radio network. Multi-user multi-

channel environment is considered in the computation offloading decision making 

considering a trade-off between the energy consumption at the mobile device and the 

execution latency is proposed in [74] and [75]. These offloading decisions are made based 

on the weighting parameters assigned to preferences of minimizing energy consumption 

or execution delay. 
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2.3.4 Deployment of the MEC Network 

The primary motivation of MEC deployment is to shift the cloud computing capability 

to the edges of the network to reduce the latency caused in the core network due to the 

congestion and propagation latency. Possibility of deployment at different hierarchical 

levels introduces new challenges to site selection problem of MEC hosts. This problem 

is different from the conventional base station site selection problems. since the optimal 

placement of MEC hosts is based on the computation resource demands, existing mobile 

network deployment and the deployment budget of the service providers [23]. Even 

though deploying MEC hosts at fewer locations can help to reduce the total rentals, this 

may lead to possible service degradations. The efficiency of a MEC system relies heavily 

on the workload demands and communication network architecture. In addition, MEC 

service providers should properly plan for the required hosts' density for supporting such 

service demands and infrastructure deployment cost and marketing strategies [23]. 

The site selection for MEC hosts deployment is the first step towards building up the 

MEC network. The MEC service providers should consider site rentals and computation 

demands to make the cost-effective MEC hosts site selection [23]. In general, MEC hosts 

with more resources should be deployed at regions with higher computation demands 

such as CBD and densely populated areas considering the deployment budget given. 

However, high site rentals are most likely in such areas. 

MEC host selection 

For users served by MEC system, a key design issue is to determine the suitable MEC 

host to serve the computation offloading request, i.e., either at the radio node or at the 

aggregation point or the edge of the core network. The server selection problem for a 

multiuser system with a single edge host and the central cloud is studied in [76]. A 

heuristic algorithm is proposed to maximize the total successful offloading probability by 

leveraging both the low communication latency due to the proximity of the MEC host 

and the low computation latency at the cloud data centre due to ample resource 

availability.  In addition, MEC host selection problem over multiple hosts is explored in 

[77], which introduces a new challenge in the correlation between the amounts of the 

offloaded computation and selected MEC hosts. To minimize the total energy 

consumption of computation offloading, a congestion game is formulated and solved. A 
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computation offloading framework based on the semidefinite relaxation-based algorithm 

is proposed in [78]. 

Mobility management in MEC 

Since MEC hosts are deployed proximity to the users, mobility of users may lead to 

multiple handovers, which may lead to migration of user application. Thus, mobility 

management in MEC is an important feature [79] which has been extensively studied for 

traditional heterogeneous cellular networks [80] [81] [82]. In these prior works, the 

connectivity probability or link reliability is used to model the user mobility. Based on 

such models, mobility management in the networks has been proposed to achieve high 

throughput and low error rate. However, these mobility management approaches cannot 

be directly applied for MEC networks, since they neglect the effects of the computational 

resources at edge servers in the hierarchical deployment.  

Recent works in [83] [84] [85] [86] have made efforts to design a mobility-aware MEC 

network. Specifically, user mobility in  [83] is modelled based on the inter-contact time 

and contact rate. Alternatively, the number of edge hosts that a user can access at a time 

was modelled by an independent homogeneous Poisson point process (HPPP) in [84]. 

 

Figure 2.1 Impact of user mobility in MEC. 
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Based on this mobility model, a MDP problem is formulated to minimize the offloading 

cost which consists of mobile-energy consumption, latency and failure penalty. Two-

dimensional spatial time mobility models were also proposed in [85] [86]. Thus, mobility 

predictions are a key factor to consider in designing a MEC network which is essential to 

maintain the service continuity. 

2.4. User Mobility Predictions 

Since different users move in different directions in the mobile network. A user could 

move to the coverage area of a different radio node that is still in the coverage of the 

serving MEC host creating a scenario of intra-host user mobility or to another radio node 

associated with a different MEC host creating a scenario of inter-host user mobility. In 

the case of the intra-host user mobility, the MEC system does not need to relocate the 

user application to maintain service continuity. Also, with the inter-host user mobility, if 

the service continuity can be maintained to meet the requirements of the application such 

as latency and bandwidth, a relocation of the user application from the serving host to a 

new target host is not required. In this situation, the traffic between the mobile device and 

the user application is then routed so that it reaches the intended destination as the user 

moves in the network. The above-mentioned cases are shown in Figure 2.1. 

The availability of user movement traces that are collected from real-life user mobility 

or generated using simulation-based methods makes them possible to be analysed and 

explored in terms of the pattern of trajectories of MDs in mobile networks. Traditional 

mobile networks were mainly evaluated based on synthetic movement models, such as 

random waypoint (RWP) [87] or random walk models such as Brownian motion [88]. 

However, several research efforts such as [89] validated that user mobility is rarely 

random and that random models often fail to analyse the performance of mobile networks 

accurately.  

On the other hand, most of the real traces were derived from bounded environments 

such as campuses or conferences using Bluetooth or Wi-Fi technologies [90] [91].  

However, most of these realistic movement traces are neither scalable nor suitable to be 

used to measure the mobility of mobile users within a city scale. Location-based social 

networks (LBSN) are an alternative source of user mobility traces that are collected from 

online services [92]. In this method, users share their location information with their 
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friends by checking-into their visiting locations. Compared to the Bluetooth/Wi-Fi data, 

mobility traces that were collected using this method are reliable and scalable. Up till 

2012, Gowalla (http://blog.gowalla.com/) application programming interface (API) 

allowed researchers to access their contents such as users' check-ins, social relationships 

and friend information. Thus, publicly available user mobility data is limited now. Map-

driven mobility models extract movement features of real-world traces in order to 

reproduce scalable mobility traces using simulation methods synthetically. Further, the 

geometry of the map, i.e., the road network has a small impact on the mobility model, as 

shown in [93]. 

Simulation-based mobility models are alternative approaches to generate mobility 

traces synthetically [90].  Simulation-based mobility models are used for the evaluation 

of user-associated networking protocols due to the following reasons. First, a majority of 

real traces are environment-specific, i.e., they are collected in universities or conferences, 

are not scalable, and only confined within a small area. Second, they are not controllable 

and flexible to changing system parameters such as MD density and MD velocity. Third, 

publicly available traces are limited and often not available. These problems required 

researchers to seek alternatives such as the simulation-based modelling approach, in 

which the parameters of the mobility models vary according to the problem 

specifications. These models can be used to generate scalable and flexible mobility traces. 

Thus, synthetic models have been proposed to capture the movement patterns of nodes, 

e.g., MDs in a realistic way. 

Recent literature reports that humans tend to perform Lévy walks [94] [95] [96] with 

heavy-tail flight distributions. A Lévy walk is a random walk whose step-lengths have a 

heavy-tailed probability distribution. Intuitively, the Lévy walks consist of many short 

flights and, occasionally, long flights; here, a flight is defined as the longest straight-line 

trip of a human from one location to another without a directional change or pause. The 

truncated Lévy walk mobility (TLW) [97] model is constructed to study the impact of 

heavy-tail statistical features on the performance of mobile networks. 

On the other hand, in reality, human mobility tends to be correlated and strongly 

dependent on users’ personal and social characteristics and behaviours as well as 

environmental parameters [91]. For example, an experimental analysis presented in [98] 

demonstrates that users frequently visit locations with which they have strong social ties. 
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Furthermore, mobile users tend to visit just a few locations where they spend the majority 

of their time [99]. 

2.5. Energy Efficiency in MEC  

Energy efficiency in data centres is critical since it consumes much energy as 25,000 

households. In addition, data centre spaces may consume up to 100 to 200 times as much 

electricity as standard office space [100]. In addition, the energy costs of typical data 

centres double every five years [101]. Therefore, electricity costs have become a 

significant expense for today’s data centres [100] [102] with the steep increase in 

electricity use and rising electricity costs. Electricity costs, in some cases, may exceed the 

hardware purchasing cost [103]. On the other hand, data centre energy usage causes 

environmental problems [104] [105]. The global electricity usage by data centres was 

estimated at around 1.5% of the total worldwide electricity usage [106] in 2010. Due to 

these reasons the energy efficiency of cloud data centres has gained key importance in 

research [107]. 

Finally, it is important to note that servers consume a significant amount of energy 

even when they are running in the idle mode. Thus, large savings can be possible by 

appropriately turning off these servers if they are not currently required. This important 

aspect and workload intensity need to be considered to reduce data centre electricity 

usage. On the other hand, these power-saving techniques may reduce system 

performance, which leads to a trade-off balance between energy savings and high 

performance. 

Different server power consumption modelling approaches are proposed based on the 

component-wise breakdown of server power [108] [109] [110] [111]. Server power is 

modelled as a sum of CPU and memory power consumption in [108]. Motherboard 

energy consumption is added in [109]. In addition, the power of sub-components such as 

disks, network peripherals is added in [110] [111]. Some researchers model server power 

consumption based on the assumption that server power consumption and CPU utilization 

has a linear relationship [112] [113] [114].   CPU is one of the largest power consumers 

of a server [102]. Processor power consumption can be modelled as static power 

consumption and dynamic power consumption at a higher level, similar to system power 

consumption. Processor power modelling based on statistical approaches is presented in 
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[115] [116] [117]. It has been observed that processors with a low utility will consume 

too large static power compared to dynamic power. 

Since MEC hosts are data centres in small scales, each of these consumes considerably 

less energy than the cloud data centre. However, their dense deployment in MEC network 

raises a big concern on the system-wide energy consumption [23] in the MEC network. 

Therefore, it is very important to develop innovative energy-efficient techniques to 

achieve high energy efficiency in the MEC network [118]. 

Switching off/slow down the processing speed of edge hosts with light computation 

loads is one way to realize energy efficiency which is termed as dynamic right-sizing in 

the literature [119]. The predicted dynamic workload profile of MEC host is an important 

metric to consider in order to make an effective decision on dynamic rightsizing. 

Geographical load balancing is another key technique for green data centres [120] 

[121] which can be applied for the MEC network as well. It uses the workload patterns 

of data centres and electricity prices to make workload routing decision among data 

centres. Dynamic right-sizing and VM management [122] [123] [124] [125] are required 

in implementing load balancing at edge servers. Energy savings are achieved by 

continuous consolidation of VMs according to current utilization of resources, virtual 

network topologies established between VMs and thermal state of computing nodes 

[122]. A greedy algorithm is proposed in [123] for VM placement problem which is an 

NP-hard. A VM allocation mechanism with spatial/temporal awareness is proposed in 

[124]. 

Migrating VMs during user mobility is another critical challenge in MEC. Minimizing 

system cost in VM migration is studied in [126] [127]. The VM migration problem was 

formulated as an MDP problem based on a random-walk mobility model in [126].  

Lyapunov optimization techniques are used to solve the minimization problem of average 

transmission costs in [127]. Minimizing transmission delay in VM migration is analysed 

in [128] [129] [130]. A path selection problem between the user device and MEC host is 

modelled in [128] [129] as Markov decision process considering transmission delay and 

energy consumption in which user mobility is modelled as Manhattan mobility model. A 

mobility prediction based on real-world mobility trace is considered for VM placement 

problem in [131]. Two-dimensional random walk model is considered in [132] for VM 
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migration problem which is formulated as MDP and solved using linear programming 

reformulation.  

To summaries, since the design and development of the MEC network is in the infant 

stage, there are critical challenges which need to be solved before the real-world 

implementation of the network. This thesis addresses the deployment and energy 

efficiency challenges in the MEC network as in the subsequent Chapters. 
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3. Deployment and Resource 

Distributions of MEC Hosts 

In order to design multi-access edge computing network, computation offloading demand from 

the end-users needs to be analysed first. Then based on the demand, suitable locations need to be 

selected for MEC host deployment. This chapter analyses the computation offloading demands 

from mobile users based on their mobility pattern. Then, it proposes methodologies to select 

suitable locations to deploy MEC hosts and allocate computing resources. 

3.1. Introduction 

MEC hosts are entities that contain the computing and storage resources deployed in 

a distributed manner throughout the radio access network. Those are usually resource-

constrained when compared to the cloud data centre and could potentially be costly due 

to the substantial number of distributed servers that are required to be deployed at various 

locations of the network. Furthermore, it is expected that mobile users in the future mobile 

networks will be offloading computing-intensive tasks to these hosts during their 

commute. Thus, the user’s mobility will influence the service continuity of computation 

offloading in MEC due to the proximity to the end-users. 

To incorporate the impact of mobility patterns, appropriate models of user mobility is 

required for the design of MEC. Many different user mobility models such as the random 

waypoint model [87] and Lévy walk models [97] have been proposed in the literature, 

mostly producing or emulating trajectories of a random walk. However, most of these 

user mobility models were based on real traces obtained from relatively small and 

bounded environments and are not suitable to design large scale MEC. Besides, real-life 

examples from the trajectory data from the Oyster Card system of London [133] and the 

vehicle-location data from the Massachusetts Bay Transportation Authority (MBTA's) 

Charlie Card for fare-payment  [134] have shown that user mobility is correlated in 

morning and evening peak hours during which users move toward and leave the central 

business district (CBD), respectively, showing strong diurnal patterns.  

3 
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Correlated movement of users during peak hours is expected to have a high impact on 

the service continuity of MEC networks. To the best of our knowledge, resource 

distribution of MEC systems based on user mobility in an environment with resource 

constraints has not yet been fully investigated in the literature, thus becomes the focus of 

this Chapter. In particular, how to select the best locations for MEC host deployment and 

how to distribute the available resources to the MEC hosts based on user mobility patterns 

during peak hours to maximize the number of offloaded tasks accomplished, have yet to 

be investigated.    

In this Chapter, the maximization problem with regard to how the total number of 

offloaded tasks accomplished in the MEC system can be maximized with the limited 

number of CPU resources available while considering user mobility is formulated. In 

other words, how much CPU resources should be allocated to MEC hosts in order to 

maximize the total number of tasks accomplished in the system by considering the user 

mobility patterns when the total number of CPU resources are limited. Only the 

offloading requests during the morning peak hours are considered in this work. However, 

the resource distribution can be extended to reflect the offloading requests during other 

periods. 

In summary, the main contributions in this Chapter are the following: Correlated user 

mobility model is developed to produce user mobility traces during morning peak hours. 

Task request profiles are developed to understand the user demands based on the deadline 

requirement of the application such as hard deadline and soft deadline. Utilitarian 

resource distribution algorithm is developed to identify the suitable locations to deploy 

MEC hosts and the amount of resources needed to be allocated in each MEC host. 

Extensive simulations are carried out to verify the proposed solutions. 

The remaining sections of this Chapter are organized as follows. Section Related 

Works in Literature3.2 introduces the related work in resource allocations in MEC. 

Section 3.3 introduces the proposed correlated mobility model and resource distribution 

algorithms. Section 3.4 discusses the simulation and results of the proposed models and 

Section 3.5 provides a summary of the main Chapter. 
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3.2. Related Works in Literature 

MEC hosts can be deployed at a radio node or at an aggregation point in which multiple 

radio nodes are connected and aggregated in the network hierarchy and/or at the edge of 

the core network [21]. Such deployment scenarios are subject to the cost budget, traffic 

mix and demand patterns, and the service provider’s preferences. When a MEC host is 

deployed at an aggregation point or the edge of the core network, radio node information 

such as channel bandwidth allocation of the user and current traffic at the radio node may 

need to be retrieved from the radio node to the MEC host. On the other hand, the 

computing capabilities of MEC hosts vary depending on the deployment location [53] 

due to the size and the capacity of the servers. For instance, more powerful servers can 

be deployed at the edge of the core network than at an aggregation point. 

Three main categories have been identified for use cases of MEC: consumer-oriented 

services, operator and third-party services, and network performance and quality of 

experience (QoE) improvement [21]. Consumer-oriented services are a direct benefit to 

end-users (e.g. XR applications such as AR/ VR application, gaming). Different use cases 

in consumer-oriented services have different requirements in terms of latency, bandwidth, 

and computing resources. In some use cases such as certain medical applications (e.g. 

real-time remote surgical operations, U-fall smart health care infrastructure [135]), the 

latency requirement is crucial, i.e., hard deadline. In other words, for an application with 

tasks having a hard deadline requirement, the tasks should be executed on or before the 

deadline requirement of the tasks. In many other cases such as AR and VR applications 

(e.g., VR visitor guideline applications of a museum) etc., the delay is relatively soft. 

Thus, the latency requirement is flexible in which the task is allowed to be executed 

beyond the deadline i.e. soft deadline. Due to a mix of different applications and their 

diverse requirements, the MEC system will need to support the offloading requests to 

meet both soft and hard deadlines.  

Computation offloading in multi-access edge computing has been studied in recent 

literature. The performance of computation offloading was investigated in the context of  

IoT devices within a resource-intensive 3-D application[136]. A queueing theory-based 

approach was proposed in [137] to solve the multi-objective optimization including 

energy consumption, execution delay, and payment cost of computation offloading in 

edge computing. Furthermore, task caching and offloading problems were formulated and 
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solved as a mixed-integer problem in [138]. Joint computation offloading and resource 

allocation optimization were decomposed and then solved using the game-theoretical 

approach in [139]. However, the resource distributions considering the mobility of the 

users in a limited resource environment has not been considered in any of the previous 

studies.  

On the other hand, user mobility is a critical factor in analyzing computation offloading 

demands. As the user moves further away from the serving host, there could be an 

increased latency in serving the user via the original serving host. Due to potential 

network congestion, it might become necessary to relocate the user application state or 

user application instance from the serving MEC host to the target MEC host in order to 

provide service continuity. User application relocation due to user mobility depends on 

MEC host deployment options and the network topology.  

User application relocation failure may occur due to late relocation or early relocation 

or relocation to a MEC host with higher latency. Reducing the relocation failure rate is 

the key to improving the quality of experience (QoE) [79]. For instance, if a user 

commutes to work on the public transport while offloading tasks from a mobile device, 

the main concern is the possibility of a rather late relocation due to the MD's high velocity, 

which affects QoE of the user. Since user mobility is unavoidable in a mobile system, if 

 

Figure 3.1 Estimated transit time of three representative users commute using public transport 

during morning peak hours. 
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the user mobility information is available beforehand, then the MEC system can 

proactively predict the handover timing and guarantee seamless service continuity and 

smooth relocation of offloading tasks to optimal MEC host to maximise QoE. 

Figure 3.1 shows an example of the prediction of handover timing for users commuting 

to work in the morning using different modes of transportation. The transit time in each 

radio node can be estimated by the accurate prediction of user mobility and the current 

locations by retrieving information of MDs and radio nodes. Hence, successful prediction 

of users’ future locations is the main key to improving the QoE of MEC application 

Algorithm 3.1 Algorithm to derive user trajectories based on correlated mobility 

Input: Geographical area, CBD location(s) 

Output: User mobility trajectories 

Parameters:  

For pause time: p ϵ (0,1), αp ϵ (0,1) , βp > 0, lp > 0;    

For flight length: αf ϵ (0,1) , βf > 0, lf > 0;   

For direction change: αd > 0 , βd > 0 ;   

For correlated coefficient cc ϵ (0,1) ;  

For speed: max_speed > min_speed > 0. 

 

Begin: 

 • Choose a starting location 

• Choose a destination location 

• Simulate a direction φ uniformly at random  

• Simulate a flight length 𝑥 from TS(αf , βf , lf )  

• Choose a speed 𝑣 uniformly between min_speed and max_speed 

• Move in direction φ a distance of 𝑥 at the selected speed 𝑣 

• While Not Arrive at destination do 

 •  • With probability p simulate a random time from TS(αp, βp, 

lp ) and wait this amount of time.  

• Simulate 𝑥  from TS(αf , βf , lf ) 

• Choose a speed 𝑣 uniformly between min_speed and 

max_speed 

• Simulate θs  from beta(αd, βd) 

• Derive the θd the direction to the destination from current 

location 

• Calculate direction θ = cc × θd + (1 - cc) × θs  

• Move in direction θ a distance of 𝑥 at the selected speed 𝑣 
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relocation. Mobility traces of users have been extensively analysed in order to gain insight 

into user mobility patterns and to forecast their next locations accurately. Recently, 

several user mobility prediction methods have been proposed to demonstrate user 

mobility. Researchers have found that user mobility can be predicted up to 93 % accuracy 

[25].  

Recent literature reports that humans tend to perform Lévy walks [94] [95] with heavy-

tail flight distributions. A Lévy walk is a random walk whose step-lengths have a 

probability distribution that is heavy-tailed. Intuitively, the Lévy walks consist of many 

short flights and, occasionally, long flights; here, a flight is defined as the longest straight-

line trip of a user from one location to another without a directional change or pause. The 

truncated Lévy walk mobility (TLW) [97] model is constructed to study the impact of 

heavy-tail statistical features on the performance of mobile networks.  

On the other hand, in reality, user mobility tends to be correlated and strongly 

dependent on users’ personal and social characteristics and behaviours as well as 

environmental parameters [140]. For example, an experimental analysis presented in [98] 

demonstrates that users frequently visit locations with which they have strong social ties. 

Furthermore, mobile users tend to visit just a few locations where they spend the majority 

of their time [141]. 

3.3. System Models and Methodologies 

As user mobility patterns tend to be correlated as discussed in the previous section, 

here, the correlated mobility of users is modelled with modifications from the smoothly 

truncated Lévy walk proposed in [96]. 

3.3.1 Correlated Mobility Model 

The correlated mobility algorithm is shown in Algorithm 3.1. Each MD starts at a 

randomly selected location in the simulation area. It selects a random area around the 

CBD of the simulation area as the destination. Then it moves a flight length in a direction 

toward the destination at a randomly chosen speed between some predetermined 

minimum and maximum values. This speed indicates the mode of transportation. It stays 

for a pause time after each flight length and continues moving toward the destination. The 
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pause time reflects the time spent on traffic signals and traffic congestion. If it reaches 

the destination, it stays there. The direction of movement of each flight length is 

calculated as the weighted average (or correlated coefficient) of the destination direction 

and the random direction. The destination direction is the direction between the current 

location and the destination location. Flight lengths, pause times, and random directions 

are selected from the tempered stable distribution TS(αf, βf, lf ), tempered stable 

distribution TS(αp, βp, lp), and the beta distribution beta(αd, βd), respectively, as in [96].  

3.3.2 MEC System Model 

Performance metrics such as latency, energy efficiency, throughput jitter, and Quality-

of-Service (QoS) are key parameters for evaluating the effectiveness of a MEC system. 

These time-variable metrics can be measured within a defined time interval and described 

by a profile over time or summarized through maximum, minimum, mean, standard 

deviation or the value of given percentile [52]. Latency is measured as the time interval 

between any event and a consequent target effect. The Round-Trip Time (RTT) is the 

time taken for a request from a MD to go to the server at the MEC host, be updated or 

replied, and travel back to the same MD. RTT assumes ideal service capability conditions, 

i.e., RTT does not depend on the server computational load.  

Service processing time (SPT) is the time taken by the server to process a user request, 

which depends on the computational load. SPT is the time taken by a task between 

arriving at the MEC host to being executed, which includes queueing and server execution 

times. As the computing resources are limited in the MEC hosts when compared to the 

ample resource availability in the cloud data centres, SPT is non-negligible. Service 

delivery time (SDT) is the time taken for a user request to reach the MEC host, be 

processed, and reach back at the MD. Thus, the SDT of a task is defined as:   

𝜏𝑆𝐷𝑇
ℎ = 𝜏𝑅𝑇𝑇

ℎ + 𝜏𝑆𝑃𝑇
ℎ  (3. 1)  

where 𝜏𝑆𝐷𝑇
ℎ  is SDT of the task, 𝜏𝑅𝑇𝑇

ℎ  is RTT and 𝜏𝑆𝑃𝑇
ℎ is the SPT. RTT, SPT, and SDT 

depend on the selected MEC host to offload the task.  

The computation task of a user application can be represented by 𝑇 ≜ ( 𝑟𝐶 , 𝑟𝑁 , 𝜏𝑀) 

where 𝑟𝐶  is required CPU cycles to accomplish the task in CPU cycles, 𝑟𝑁 is the size of 

the input data in bits and 𝜏𝑀 is maximum tolerable latency or the deadline requirement of 
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the task in ms. It is assumed that only one MEC host is selected to execute an offloaded 

task to avoid data coordination among MEC hosts, i.e., parallel execution of an offloaded 

task in multiple MEC hosts is not considered in this Chapter.  

The target service processing time (TSPT) is the maximum allowed SPT to accomplish 

the task. A task is considered as accomplished when the task is executed and delivered 

before the deadline requirement of the task, i.e., (𝜏𝑆𝐷𝑇
ℎ ≤ 𝜏𝑀). TSPT is, therefore, 

calculated as 

𝜏𝑇𝑆𝑃𝑇
ℎ = 𝜏𝑀 − 𝜏𝑅𝑇𝑇

ℎ  (3. 2) 

The minimum required CPU resources of a task at the MEC host is the minimum 

average CPU resources needed to be allocated to accomplish the task. Thus,  

𝑟𝑅𝐸𝑄
𝐶,ℎ =

𝑟𝐶

𝜏𝑇𝑆𝑃𝑇
ℎ

 (3. 3) 

However, 𝑟𝑅𝐸𝑄
𝐶,ℎ

 may not be available at the MEC host due to resource limitations. Thus, 

a different amount of CPU resources may be allocated to a task depending on the CPU 

resources available at the MEC host. The SPT of a task is calculated based on the average 

CPU resources allocated during SPT. 

𝜏𝑆𝑃𝑇
ℎ =

𝑟𝐶

 𝑟𝐴𝐿𝐿𝑂𝐶
𝐶,ℎ  (3. 4) 

where  𝑟𝐴𝐿𝐿𝑂𝐶
𝐶,ℎ

is the CPU resource allocation (the average amount of CPU resource 

allocated during the SPT).  Further, the total allocated CPU resources of a MEC host 

should not exceed the available CPU resource at the MEC host at a specific time, i.e.,  

∑  𝑟𝐴𝐿𝐿𝑂𝐶
𝐶,ℎ

𝑢 ≤  𝑥ℎ . The remaining CPU resources at the MEC host after the allocations at 

a specific time can be calculated as   

𝑟𝑅𝐸𝑀
𝐶,ℎ = 𝑥ℎ − ∑  𝑟𝐴𝐿𝐿𝑂𝐶

𝐶,ℎ

𝑢

 (3. 5) 

The minimum CPU resource requirement of the MEC host is the minimum amount of 

CPU resources needed to be allocated to accomplish all the offloaded tasks at the MEC 

host. The accepted utility of the MEC host is the total number of tasks accepted by a MEC 

host for the allocated CPU resources over a time period, i.e., how many offloaded tasks of 
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hard deadline requirement applications have been executed and delivered on or before the 

deadline requirement of each task for the allocated CPU resources of a MEC host over a 

time period. Thus, if the minimum CPU resource requirement of the MEC host is allocated 

at a MEC host, then the accepted utility of the MEC host is 100%. It can be assumed that if 

the CPU resource allocation is increased, the total number of tasks accomplished will 

increase until all the tasks requested during the period are accepted. There will be no change 

in the total number of tasks accomplished beyond this allocation. Thus, allocating CPU 

resources to a MEC host beyond the minimum CPU resource requirement of the MEC host 

in a resource-constrained environment is not acceptable. 

3.3.3 Hard Deadline Requirement 

When a task is requested for offloading and the hard deadline requirement of the 

offloading task request can be met, the task will be accepted for processing at the MEC 

host. In other words, if the minimum required CPU resources of a task as in Eq. (3.3) are 

available at the MEC host, it is assumed that the same amount of resources will be 

allocated and that the task request will be accepted and processed at the MEC host. 

Otherwise, the task request will be rejected, and no CPU resource will be allocated. 

𝑟𝐴𝐿𝐿𝑂𝐶
𝐶,ℎ  = {

 𝑟𝑅𝐸𝑄
𝐶,ℎ  𝑖𝑓   𝑟𝑅𝐸𝑄

𝐶,ℎ ≤ 𝑟𝑅𝐸𝑀
𝐶,ℎ

0 𝑜𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑤𝑖𝑠𝑒
 (3. 6) 

Thus, the task acceptance profile (𝜃ℎ) of hard deadline requirement applications is 

𝜃ℎ  = {
1 𝑖𝑓  𝑟𝑅𝐸𝑄

𝐶,ℎ ≤ 𝑟𝐴𝐿𝐿𝑂𝐶
𝐶,ℎ

0 𝑜𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑤𝑖𝑠𝑒
 (3. 7) 

𝜃ℎ  will be 1 if the task can be accepted (thus accomplished), otherwise it will be 0. 

The total number of tasks accepted in each MEC host is ∑ ∑ 𝜃ℎ𝑛𝑢 . The objective of the 

hard deadline requirement is to maximize the total number of tasks accepted in the MEC 

system, subject to the limitation of the total available CPU resources. Thus, 

𝑀𝑎𝑥{𝑥ℎ}  ∑∑∑𝜃ℎ

𝑛𝑢ℎ

 (3. 8) 

Subject to 

∑  𝑥ℎ ≤ 𝑅

ℎ
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where 𝑅 is the total CPU resources available in the MEC system. Thus, our goal is to 

maximize the total number of hard deadline requirement tasks accepted in the MEC 

system by distributing the available total CPU resources to the MEC hosts ( 𝑥ℎ) based on 

user mobility and the task offloading request patterns. The maximization problem in Eq. 

(3.8) solves the resource distribution problem that provides the best locations to deploy 

MEC hosts. 

 The total tasks acceptance ratio is the ratio of the total number of tasks accepted to 

the total number of task offloading requests in the hard deadline requirement case. 

Maximizing the total number of tasks accepted in Eq. (3.8) yields a maximization of the 

total tasks acceptance ratio. The total tasks acceptance ratio is a metric that can be used 

to evaluate the performance of the MEC system in the hard deadline requirement use case, 

i.e. the readiness of the system to support the hard deadline requirement of a MEC 

application. MEC service providers can use this metric to evaluate whether their MEC 

system supports the hard deadline requirement of the user application. 

3.3.4 Soft Deadline Requirement 

 In some user applications such as the VR visitor guideline applications of a museum, 

the task completion deadline can be flexible, i.e., MEC system can serve the tasks on an 

extension to the required deadline. In case of soft deadline requirement applications, all 

the task offloading requests are queued for processing in the MEC host. If the minimum 

required CPU resources of a task as in Eq. (3.3) is available at the MEC host, it is assumed 

that the same amount of CPU resources will be allocated; otherwise, the remaining CPU 

resources will be allocated during the SPT of the task. 

 𝑟𝐴𝐿𝐿𝑂𝐶
𝐶,ℎ  = {

𝑟𝑅𝐸𝑄
𝐶,ℎ  𝑖𝑓  𝑟𝑅𝐸𝑄

𝐶,ℎ ≤ 𝑟𝑅𝐸𝑀
𝐶,ℎ  

𝑟𝑅𝐸𝑀
𝐶,ℎ  𝑜𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑤𝑖𝑠𝑒

(3. 9) 

Further SPT of soft deadline requirement tasks can be calculated based on the 

resources allocated in Eq. (3.9) and Eq. (3.4). The task service profile (𝜇ℎ) of soft deadline 

requirement application is 

𝜇ℎ = {1 𝑖𝑓 𝜏𝑆𝑃𝑇
ℎ ≤ 𝜏𝑇𝑆𝑃𝑇

ℎ

0 𝑜𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑤𝑖𝑠𝑒
 (3. 10)  
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𝜇ℎwill be 1 if the task can be accomplished (thus serviced within the deadline 

requirement), otherwise it will be 0. The objective of the soft deadline requirement is to 

maximize the total number of tasks serviced in the MEC system. Thus, 

𝑀𝑎𝑥{𝑥ℎ}  ∑∑∑𝜇ℎ

𝑛𝑢ℎ

 (3. 11) 

Subject to 

∑  𝑥ℎ ≤ 𝑅

ℎ

 

Algorithm 3.2 Utilitarian resource distribution algorithm. 

Input: 𝑇𝑃𝑅𝑂𝐹
ℎ  - Total tasks request profile of proposed MEC hosts, 𝑅 – total 

available CPU resources for allocations in the MEC system, 𝑘 – number of 

step size 

 

Output: 𝑅𝐴𝐿𝐿𝑂𝐶
𝐶,ℎ

 - CPU resource allocations of each MEC host, 𝑅𝑅𝐸𝑀
𝐶  – total 

remaining CPU resources in the MEC system 

 

 • Calculate 𝑅𝑅𝐸𝑄
𝐶,ℎ

 - minimum CPU resource required to accomplish 

all the tasks in each MEC host.  

• Set 𝑅𝑅𝐸𝑀 = 𝑅, 𝑅𝐴𝐿𝐿𝑂𝐶
𝐶,ℎ = 0 ∀ ℎ, 𝑇𝐴𝐿𝐿𝑂𝐶

ℎ = 0 (the number of tasks 

accomplished in each MEC host for the resource allocation 

𝑅𝐴𝐿𝐿𝑂𝐶
𝐶,ℎ

 ) 

• Let step_resource = 
min(𝑅𝑅𝐸𝑄

𝐶,ℎ )

𝑘
   

• While 𝑅𝑅𝐸𝑀  > 0 do 

  • Set 𝑅𝑁𝐸𝑊
𝐶,ℎ   =  𝑅𝐴𝐿𝐿𝑂𝐶

𝐶,ℎ
+ step_resource ∀ ℎ 

• Calculate expected total number of tasks accomplished 

(𝑇𝑁𝐸𝑊
ℎ )  based on deadline requirement, 𝑅𝑁𝐸𝑊

𝐶,ℎ
 and 𝑇𝑃𝑅𝑂𝐹

ℎ  

• Find the MEC host ℎ∗ which accomplish more tasks for step 

size increment (randomly select one if there are many) and 

add the new resource 

i.  ii.   • if 𝑅𝑅𝐸𝑄
𝐶,ℎ∗ > 𝑅𝐴𝐿𝐿𝑂𝐶

𝐶,ℎ∗
 + step_resource   

o then add_resource =  step_resource  

• else add_resource =  𝑅𝑅𝐸𝑄
𝐶,ℎ∗ − 𝑅𝐴𝐿𝐿𝑂𝐶

𝐶,ℎ∗
 

• 𝑅𝑅𝐸𝑀 = 𝑅𝑅𝐸𝑀 −  add_resource 

  • If  𝑅𝑅𝐸𝑄
𝐶,ℎ ≤ 𝑅𝐴𝐿𝐿𝑂𝐶

𝐶,ℎ  ∀ ℎ  break; 
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where 𝑅 is the total compute resource available in the MEC system. The total task service 

ratio is the ratio of the total number of tasks serviced within the deadline to the total 

number of tasks requested in the soft deadline requirement case. The total task service 

ratio metric can be used to evaluate the performance of the MEC system under different 

deployment scenarios. 

3.3.5 Resource Distribution Algorithm  

The MEC service provider may distribute the CPU resources based on the ratio of the 

demand in each MEC host to maximize the total number of tasks accomplished, in turn, 

to maximize the QoE in the MEC system. Demand might be calculated based on the mean 

or maximum of task request profiles of the MEC hosts. Resource allocations based on 

maximum demand capture the peak demands during the morning peak hours. On the other 

hand, resource allocations based on mean demands captures the average demand during 

the period. Our proposed utilitarian resource distribution algorithm is compared with 

these two resource allocation schemes. 

However, a utilitarian resource distribution algorithm () has been proposed in this 

Chapter to solve the maximization problems in Eq. (3.8) and Eq. (11). MEC service 

providers can propose their preferred locations to deploy the MEC hosts based on the 

facilities available in the radio nodes. Then the total task request profile of each proposed 

MEC host locations can be estimated. MEC service providers can calculate the total 

available CPU resources for allocations in the MEC system based on their allocated 

budget. The above algorithm distributes the total CPU resources to the MEC hosts to 

maximize the total number of tasks accomplished.  

The utilitarian resource distribution algorithm allocates CPU resources step by step in 

a MEC host that accomplishes more tasks than the other proposed MEC hosts during the 

same step increment of CPU resources. MEC service providers can select the number of 

step size (𝑘) which is a constant. Then the step resource increment is calculated as the 

minimum of minimum CPU resource required in all MEC hosts divided by the selected 

step size. When the number of step size increases, step resource decreases which increase 

the accuracy of the resource allocation. On the other hand, it increases the time taken to 

find the solution. 
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 The algorithm finds a MEC host that could accomplish more tasks than others during 

each step size increment of CPU resources. Then it adds the step size resource to the 

selected MEC host. The total task request profiles are used to calculate the total number 

of tasks accomplished for the given CPU resources of the MEC host. However, the CPU 

resource allocations as in (6) and (9) differ for hard deadline requirement applications and 

soft deadline requirement applications, respectively. Thus, the remaining resources at the 

MEC hosts also differ, which leads the total number of tasks accomplished to also differ. 

If the total resource allocated in a MEC host exceeds the minimum required CPU 

resources of the MEC host, only the minimum required CPU resources will be allocated. 

If multiple MEC hosts could accomplish the same number of tasks for the step size 

increment of the CPU resources, a random MEC host is selected. The algorithm loops 

 

Figure 3.2 Users’ locations as a function of time: (a) random mobility, (b) correlated mobility 

 

(a) (b)
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through each step size until all the given resources are allocated or the minimum required 

resource of each MEC host is allocated. When the algorithm terminates, the output will 

be the resource allocations of each MEC hosts and the remaining resources. These results 

can be used by the service providers to solve the deployment and resource distribution 

problems of a new MEC system. On the other hand, if the required amount of CPU 

resources is readily available in the existing MEC system as per the results, then the MEC 

service providers can ensure the service continuity of the moving users. Thus, the results 

of the utilitarian algorithm can be used to evaluate the quality of service of the existing 

MEC system for the given mobility pattern and tasks offloading request pattern.  

There may be some MEC hosts with no allocations, which indicates that the proposed 

locations are not selected for the MEC host deployment. In contrast, the resource 

distribution based on the mean or maximum of resources required selects all the proposed 

locations and then distributes the CPU resources. Thus, our utilitarian algorithm selects 

the best locations for the MEC host deployment and the amount of CPU resources needed 

to be allocated in the selected MEC hosts while maximizing the total number of tasks 

accomplished according to the given mobility and tasks offloading patterns.  

Overall, the utilitarian algorithm divides the total available resources into multiple step 

resources to solve the maximization problem starting with a small resource constraint. It 

finds the local maximum of the optimization problem step by step by increasing the step 

resources. The local maximum of step by step process leads to the global maximum of 

the optimization problem. Thus, the original optimization problem is solved by achieving 

global maximization through step by step local maximization.  

Utilitarian resource distribution algorithm depends on three inputs: total tasks request 

profile of proposed MEC hosts, total available CPU resources and the number of step 

size. Minimum CPU resource required (𝑅𝑅𝐸𝑄
𝐶,ℎ

) calculation depends on the number of 

proposed MEC hosts. The while loop in the algorithm depends on the number of step size. 

The expected total number of tasks (𝑇𝑁𝐸𝑊
ℎ ) calculation depends on the number of 

proposed MEC hosts. Since 𝑇𝑁𝐸𝑊
ℎ  operation is inside the while loop, it is the predominant 

operation among the other operations in the algorithm. Thus the time complexity of the 

algorithm becomes 𝑂(𝑚𝑛), where it depends on the number of MEC hosts and the 

number of step size. 
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3.4. Simulation and Results 

 An urban area of 2 km × 2 km served by a mobile wireless network in which radio 

nodes are spaced 200m apart (picocells) is assumed in our simulation. Within that 4km2 

area, a total of 1000 users are assumed, each with a MD and moving in vehicles for an 

hour, i.e., 3600 seconds during the morning peak hour rush.  

 

Figure 3.3 User trajectories: (a) random mobility, (b) correlated mobility 

 

 

Figure 3.4 Total tasks offloading requests profile for selected MEC hosts 
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3.4.1 Mobility Model 

To test both the smoothly truncated Lévy walk (for random mobility) and the proposed 

correlated mobility model, the minimum and maximum speeds of mobility are chosen to 

be 5 kmph and 100 kmph, respectively. The different speeds correspond to different modes 

of transportation such as bus, taxi, train etc.  

 Figure 3.2 shows the users’ locations as a function of time.   Figure 3.2(a) illustrates 

random mobility (modelled using smoothly truncated Lévy walk [28]) and Figure 3.2(b) 

shows the correlated mobility (modelled using our proposed correlated mobility model). 

The users’ trajectories (shown in grey) of a randomly selected 20 users (out of 1000 users 

in the simulation) for random and correlated mobility models are shown in Figure 3.3(a) 

and Figure 3.3(b), respectively. Note that the green circles represent the origins of the 

trajectories and the red circles represent the destinations of the trajectories. The user 

trajectories of the correlated mobility model better describe the morning peak hour 

mobility as presented in the Oyster data [6] and MBTA’s Charlie fare-payment card data 

[7] as well. Figure 3.2 and Figure 3.3 are important to evaluate the effectiveness of our 

proposed utilitarian resource distribution algorithm that depends on task request profiles. 

Task request profiles vary according to user mobility and offloading demands.  

 

Figure 3.5 Selected MEC hosts for results presentation 
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3.4.2 Task Request Profiles 

 The uniform workload test as suggested in [52] is carried out for the resource 

distribution of the MEC system. This test assumes that every second, each MD will 

request to offload a computation task that requires 100 Mega CPU cycles with a 14 

millisecond (ms) deadline. This latency requirement is chosen to minimize motion 

sickness of humans in VR/ AR applications that require the SDT to be below 20 ms. 

Further, 1 ms sensor sampling delay and 5 ms display refresh delay leaves only 14 ms for 

a computing and communication delay [142]. 

The task request profiles of the moving users that provide the total tasks requested at 

each radio node over a time period is an important metric that decides which MEC host 

serves the request. It is assumed that the MEC host nearest to the radio node serves the 

requests from the radio node. Five MEC hosts at the radio nodes are randomly selected 

to display the different variations in the MEC hosts evaluation. The selected MEC hosts 

located at the radio nodes and the aggregation point are shown in Figure 3.5.  

Figure 3.4 shows the total number of tasks requested by moving users over the 

simulation period for selected radio nodes. This profile indicates how the offloading 

requests vary over time while users are on the move during the morning peak time based 

on our correlated mobility model and the uniform workload test. As time increases, users 

are moving toward the centre of the simulation area. It can be seen that the number of 

task requests at RN1 and RN2 decrease since these nodes are located in the outer fringes 

of the CBD. On the other hand, RN4 and RN5 increase since these are located near the 

CBD. The number of task requests in RN5 increases rapidly than RN4 as it is located at 

the centre of the area where most people are moving. The number of task requests in RN3 

doesn’t vary much since the average number of users passing through RN3 during the 

morning peak hour doesn’t change much.  
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3.4.3 MEC System Setup 

 Two different MEC host deployment scenarios were simulated: (i) only at radio nodes 

(ii) only at aggregation points. Figure 3.6(a) shows the scenario where MEC hosts are 

deployed at the radio nodes only. Figure 3.6(b) shows the scenario where MEC hosts are 

deployed at an aggregation point and how each radio node is connected to the MEC host. 

A 7 ms uploading delay in LTE wireless communication (communication delay between 

the radio node and MD) and 2 ms backhaul delay (communication delay between the 

radio node and the aggregation point) are assumed as in [143] and neglect the 

 

Figure 3.6 Different Deployment scenarios (a) RN deployment (b) AP deployment 

 

(a) (b)

 

Figure 3.7 Total accepted tasks of selected MEC hosts for different CPU resource allocations. 
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downloading time to receive the processed outcome as in [13]. CPU resources are 

allocated to meet the deadline requirement marginally (𝜏𝑆𝐷𝑇
ℎ  =𝜏𝑀) for each task, and first 

in first out scheduling is employed in each MEC host.  

Figure 3.7 shows the accepted utility of the selected MEC hosts in terms of the total 

number of accepted tasks for different CPU resource allocations. An increment in CPU 

resources increases the total number of tasks accepted until the minimum resource 

required of the MEC host is reached. The total number of tasks accepted is constant 

beyond this allocation as all the offloading tasks requests are accepted in the MEC hosts. 

Thus, allocating additional resources beyond the minimum resource required of the MEC 

host should be avoided in a resource constraint environment. 

Each user application will be relocated to the nearest MEC host while the MD is on 

the move based on the assumption that all the MEC hosts are capable enough to serve the 

user applications. As it is expected to migrate and pre-load the user applications to the 

target MEC host based on the correlated mobility predictions, the effect of relocation time 

is neglected, i.e., whenever a user moves to the coverage area of a new (target) MEC host 

other than the currently serving MEC host user application will be readily available to 

serve the user in the target MEC host [79]. However, there is no guarantee that the 

 

Figure 3.8 Selected MEC hosts and the CPU resources allocations for an instant 
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offloaded task will be accomplished even the user application is relocated as this depends 

on the amount of resources available at the target MEC host. This scenario is captured in 

the task acceptance and task service profiles.  

 

Figure 3.9 (a) resource allocations comparison for hard deadline requirement applications in AP 

deployments, (b) resource allocations comparison for hard deadline requirement applications in 

RN deployments 
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3.4.4 Evaluation of the Utilitarian Algorithm 

  The utilitarian resource distribution algorithm provides the selected locations for 

MEC host deployment from the proposed locations and the amount of CPU resources 

needed to be allocated in each MEC host. For instance, Figure 3.8 shows the selected 

locations for MEC hosts deployment and the amount of CPU resources needed to be 

allocated in the locations.  This instance is plotted for the total CPU resources of 60% of 

the total minimum CPU resource as a result of the utilitarian algorithm. 32 % of the total 

CPU resources are allocated to the seven MEC hosts (out of 110 MEC hosts) located in 

 

Figure 3.10 (a) resource allocations comparison for soft deadline requirement applications in AP 

deployments, (b) resource allocations comparison for soft deadline requirement applications in RN 

deployments 
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central CBD. Most of the MEC hosts located near to the centre of the CBD are allocated 

more CPU resources, while some of the outer MEC hosts are not considered for MEC 

host deployment. Figure 3.9(a) shows the total tasks acceptance ratio of hard deadline 

requirement case at the APs for different total CPU resources allocations at the MEC 

system. All the allocation methods provide almost the same results except the utilitarian 

allocation with less 𝑘 value. Figure 3.9(b) compares the total tasks acceptance ratio of 

hard deadline requirement case at the RNs for different total CPU resources allocation at 

the MEC system. 72% and 90% of the total tasks are accepted with 40% and 60% of the 

total CPU resources, respectively. Total tasks acceptance ratio increases concavely with 

total CPU resource allocations.  

Figure 3.10(a) and Figure 3.10(b)  compare the total tasks service ratio of soft deadline 

requirement case at the APs and RNs, respectively, for different total CPU resources 

allocation at the MEC system.  Total tasks service ratio also increases concavely with 

total CPU resource allocations. It is observed in both Figures (Figure 3.9 and Figure 3.10) 

that the performance of the utilitarian algorithm increases with a higher 𝑘 value (smaller 

step size increment in CPU resources). Further, the utilitarian resource distribution 

algorithm with a higher 𝑘 value outperforms other distribution methods and benchmarks 

the maximization problem. These graphs can be used to calculate the total number of CPU 

 

Figure 3.11 Comparison of total task acceptance for RN and AP deployments 
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resources required for given total tasks accepted ratio or total tasks serviced ratio decided 

by the service providers based on the service level agreements with customers.  On the 

other hand, based on the observations in the above Figures, the utilitarian algorithm 

doesn’t have an added advantage in the APs deployment scenario. Since AP deployment 

scenario covers a larger area, user mobility is minimal than RN deployment scenario, i.e., 

the total task request profiles over the large geographical area remain more or less the 

same. Thus, advantage of using our proposed algorithm is minimal. Furthermore, it 

should be noted that for areas that have low mobility predictability, it is recommended 

that the MEC hosts be deployed at a higher layer of the network hierarchy, for example, 

aggregation point, so that the MEC hosts could cover relatively large areas and users 

compared to the deployment at radio node.   

3.4.5 Hard Deadline vs Soft Deadline Requirement 

 The total tasks accepted ratio (hard deadline requirement case) is higher than the total 

tasks serviced ratio (soft deadline requirement case) for the same amount of total available 

CPU resources as shown in Figure 3.12, as the CPU resources are always allocated for all 

the tasks requested in the soft deadline requirement case; however, no CPU resource is 

 

Figure 3.12 Comparison of tasks accomplishments of hard deadline vs soft deadline. 
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allocated if the task is rejected in hard deadline requirement case. Further, 60% of the 

total minimum required CPU resources (∑ 𝑅𝑅𝐸𝑄
𝐶,ℎ )ℎ  are adequate to satisfy 90% and 82% 

of the total tasks requests over the simulation period in the hard deadline and soft deadline 

cases, respectively. These values depend on the task request profiles, specifically user 

mobility, the number of CPU cycles required, and deadline requirement of the requested 

tasks. 

3.4.6 Different Deployment Comparison 

   The total number of tasks accepted is determined for the same total number of CPU 

resources available to compare the different deployment scenarios in the MEC system. 

 

Figure 3.13 Comparison of total tasks accepted in RN deployments for random mobility vs 

correlated mobility 
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Figure 3.11 compares the total tasks acceptance ratio for RN and AP deployment 

scenarios. Deploying MEC hosts at the RN requires less total CPU resources than 

deploying at AP, as a 2 ms propagation delay between the RN and the AP influences the 

result. If the MEC host is deployed at the AP, the backhaul link will be used to transfer 

data, which will burden the backhaul link. Thus, the backhaul latency will be increased, 

which in turn increases the total number of CPU resources required to accomplish the 

tasks. This observation indicates that despite the deployment cost metrics, the capacity of 

the backhaul link is an important metric for the location selection (RN or AP) for MEC 

host deployment in a limited resource environment.  

3.4.7 Task Acceptance Distribution Based on Mobility 

Figure 3.13 compares the number of tasks accepted in RN deployment scenario during 

the morning peak hour between random mobility and correlated mobility for the resources 

allocated based on utilitarian distribution algorithm. It can be seen that the number of 

tasks accepted range remain unchanged between 0 and 10 for random mobility. On the 

other hand, the number of tasks accepted range increases from 0 - 10 to 0 - 80 in the 

correlated mobility scenario. This indicates that the utilitarian resource distribution 

algorithm allocates more resources near the centre locations, preparing to serve more 

tasks when users arrive at the centre location as a result of morning peak hour mobility. 

Further, it shows that the utilitarian resource distribution algorithm yields maximum 

results based on the given user mobility. Thus, tasks offloading request predictions based 

on user mobility play a vital role in allocating CPU resources in MEC hosts. 

3.5. Conclusions 

In this Chapter, computation offloading demands from mobile users are analysed to 

allocate resources in MEC network. A correlated mobility model is presented to capture 

user mobility during peak hours as mirrored by real data. User trajectories of spatial and 

temporal dimensions derived from the correlated mobility model and the task offloading 

request pattern of users are used to estimate the computation offloading demands in terms 

of total task request profiles of the MEC hosts. The computation offloading application is 

categorized as soft deadline and hard deadline based on the deadline requirement.  The 

computation offloading demand of each MEC host is then used for the deployment and 
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resource distribution of MEC hosts using the utilitarian resource distribution algorithm. 

The utilitarian resource distribution algorithm proposed here provides a benchmark for the 

maximum number of total tasks accomplished while providing insight into the selected 

locations and the amount of CPU resources needed to be allocated in a resource-

constrained environment. 

As a typical example, the computation offloading demands of users moving during the 

morning peak hour is only considered. Simulation results show that 60% of the total 

minimum resource required is sufficient to satisfy 90% of the total task requests of hard 

deadline applications for users with correlated mobility and uniform workload. Further, a 

higher number of hard deadline requirement applications can be accomplished in the MEC 

host when compared to the soft deadline requirement case, as some of the task requests of 

the former are rejected due to resource limitations. Despite the deployment cost metric, 

deploying MEC hosts at the radio nodes based on the correlated mobility require less 

amount of both total computing resources and backhaul capacity. However, it requires 

better management of user mobility and the offloaded task migration. On the other hand, 

deploying MEC host at the aggregation points do not require frequent task migration or 

user mobility management, since it covers a larger geographical area for task offloading, 

simplifying the network management. 
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4. Energy-Efficient MEC Hosts 

To realise MEC, suitable physical servers need to be selected with energy efficiency 

considerations and appropriate energy saving mechanisms need to be followed to minimize 

energy consumption. In this chapter, we investigate the energy efficiency of MEC deployment 

and evaluate the impact on the operational cost of the MEC hosts.  

4.1. Introduction 

Climate change is recognized as one of the key challenges the world is facing. The 

long-term goal of the Paris agreement at the recent Paris climate conference is to limit 

global warming to well below 200 C [144]. To achieve this goal, the International energy 

agency considers energy efficiency as the key enabler [145]. Gartner estimated that 

Information Communication Technology (ICT) sector produces up to 2% of the global 

CO2 emissions in which data centres account for 23 % [146]. In addition, Cisco estimates 

that the data traffic from video streaming, real-time game consoles and mobile devices 

will be 82% of the total data traffic in 2021 and the total data traffic will be three folded 

of 2016 [147]. Hence, the energy consumption of the radio access networks together with 

the amount of information that needs to be stored, processed and transmitted by the 

power-hungry data centres are expected to increase dramatically over the next few years. 

On the other hand, new and emerging mobile applications such as virtual reality 

applications require high computing power and very low latency. However, processing 

power and storage capacity of a mobile device are limited due to the size constraint of 

mobile devices. Computation offloading to MEC is considered as an emerging technology 

to support new requirements of mobile applications. In computation offloading, mobile 

devices can offload their compute-intensive tasks to the MEC host for execution. It is 

expected that a vast amount of MEC hosts will be deployed in the RAN to satisfy the 

demands of emerging mobile applications that require high computing power and very 

low latency. 

Hence, one of the important challenges for a MEC service provider is to reduce the 

energy consumption of the MEC system. First, users’ computation offloading request 

4 
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patterns need to be analysed. Then, the selection of the ideal locations to deploy the MEC 

hosts needs to be able to satisfy the traffic demand. Then the required resources to be 

allocated to each MEC host, subject to budget constraints, need to be determined. As 

MEC hosts are deployed within the RAN, users’ mobility patterns that tend to be 

correlated during peak hours [133] are important factors in deciding where to deploy the 

MEC hosts. 

In Chapter 3, the deployment and resource distribution of MEC hosts were studied 

based on correlated mobility model. However, to the best of our knowledge, little study 

has been focusing on the energy efficiency of a MEC system in a resource constraint 

environment while maintaining a high quality of service in terms of latency for 

computing-intensive applications. In particular, how to maximize the energy efficiency 

of a MEC system while maximizing the number of offloaded tasks accomplished in a 

resource constraint environment by considering correlated mobility pattern, has yet to be 

investigated. 

The contributions arising from this Chapter are as follows: (a) A physical server 

selection methodology is proposed to select suitable hardware for MEC host deployment; 

(b) energy-efficient processes are proposed to minimize the energy consumption during 

the MEC host operation and (c) comprehensive simulations are conducted with results 

showing the improvement in the energy efficiency of MEC hosts. 

The remaining sections of this Chapter are organized as follows. Section 4.2 discusses 

the related work. Section 4.3 discusses the methodology and algorithm-based processes 

for energy-efficient MEC system. Then, Section 4.4 discusses the simulation and results. 

Finally, Section 4.5 concludes the Chapter. 

4.2. Related Works in Literature 

Computation tasks offloading of mobile devices in an edge computing environment 

could potentially improve the response time and reduces the energy consumption of 

mobile devices significantly [62]. Quality of experience in computation offloading of a 

virtual reality (VR) application is studied in three different resource limited edge cases 

[148] and Green VR is discussed to minimize the power consumption of the VR devices. 

Energy efficiency of base stations and cloud data centres are rigorously analysed in the 

literature. For example, wireless base stations are currently consuming more than 80 per 
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cent of the total mobile network (MN) power consumption and this number is expected 

to rise with the increases in data traffic and support of new services for 5G and the Internet 

of Things [149]. Cellular energy efficiency evaluation framework [150] and the mobile 

network energy efficiency assessment methodology and metrics [151] were also 

proposed. Network energy consumption of mobile applications was assessed [152] in 

which signalling traffic is revealed as a significant component in terms of network energy 

consumption. 

On the other hand, the energy efficiency of a data centre is analysed thoroughly in the 

literature.  Data collected from more than 5,000 servers showed that the servers operate 

only 10 – 50% of their full capacity most of the time [153]. Studies revealed that idle 

servers are expected to consume about 70% of their peak power [154]. Furthermore, 

energy efficiency measurement methodology for comparing the benefits of MEC vs. non-

MEC is described in [52].  

In terms of the allocation of VM, the VM placement in a datacentre can be considered 

as a bin packing problem, which is NP-hard. Heuristic approaches were proposed as 

potential solutions for VM placement [155]-[156]. However, virtual machine placement 

in MEC is different than the cloud because of the effect of user mobility. User mobility 

aware virtual network function placement has been studied in [157]. User mobility aware 

content caching was also investigated in the ultra-dense cellular network [158]. Markov 

Decision Process was used to select the communication path of the users in which 

dynamic resource allocation is conducted based on the mobility prediction in multi-access 

edge computing [130]. Energy efficiency in the MEC system was not considered in the 

above research. 

Live migration of VMs has been investigated in the literature. A threshold-based 

migration was proposed in [17] with overload CPU threshold of 85% and underload CPU 

threshold of 50%. VMware distributed power management operates with the values of 

81% and 45%, respectively [159]. An adaptive way to calculate the threshold values was 

proposed in [18]. Live migration has an impact on service degradation because it depends 

on the time taken to transfer the VM data, which in turn depends on the bandwidth 

allocated between the serving host and the target host. 
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4.3. System Models and Methodologies 

Maximising energy efficiency is defined as minimizing the energy consumption to 

fulfil the same service without compromising the quality-of-service. Being energy 

efficient means the same task or service can be performed in a relatively lower energy 

costs compared to other solutions without sacrificing the quality-of-service. This involves 

weighing the higher initial cost of purchasing energy-efficient servers against the 

expected benefits of future cost savings when operating the servers. Thus, energy efficient 

MEC hosts selection considers the total cost of ownership of MEC host servers and 

energy minimization of the MEC hosts. 

As power-hungry servers are going to be deployed at the MEC hosts within the RAN, 

selecting an existing radio node (cell site) for the deployment of MEC host would benefit 

in many ways.  Both the MEC host and the base station at the radio node can share 

infrastructure and facilities such as cooling, feeder cables, which minimize the capital 

expenditure as well as operating expenditure. So, it is trivial that a MEC service provider 

will select a radio node to deploy MEC host to gain the above benefits. As the power 

consumptions of radio nodes have been thoroughly investigated in the literature, the focus 

of this Chapter is on the power consumption of the MEC host system. 

4.3.1 Power Model 

Computation offloading request of a user is treated as a user application in the MEC 

host. Each user application will be allocated a VM in a MEC host. Let 𝐕 = {1,2,… v, . . } 

be the sets of virtual machines on the MEC host.  Let 𝑟𝐴𝐿𝐿𝑂𝐶
𝐶,𝑡

 be the allocated CPU cycles 

of a VM at a time instance. These allocated CPU cycles are calculated considering latency 

constraint of the application as explained in Section 3.3.  Utility (u(t)) of the PS is the 

ratio of total CPU resources consumed by the VMs running on the physical server to the 

maximum CPU resource available at the PS: 

𝑢(𝑡) =
∑ 𝑟𝐴𝐿𝐿𝑂𝐶

𝐶,𝑡  𝑣

𝑅𝑀𝐴𝑋
(4. 1) 

where 𝑅𝑀𝐴𝑋  is the maximum resources available at the PS and ∑ 𝑟𝐴𝐿𝐿𝑂𝐶
𝐶,𝑡  𝑣 is the total 

number of CPU cycles consumed by the VMs running on the PS. Hence, the power 
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consumption of a physical server is a function of the utility of the server [114] [23]. Power 

consumption (P(u(t))) of a PS can be formulated as follows: 

𝑃(𝑢(𝑡)) =  𝑘 × 𝑃𝑀𝐴𝑋  +  (1 − 𝑘) ×  𝑃𝑀𝐴𝑋  ×  𝑢(𝑡) (4. 2) 

where PMAX is the power consumption of the PS at its maximum load [114]. 𝑘 is the 

fraction of power consumed by the idle server. Typical value of k is 0.6 [14] [23]. In other 

words, 60% of the maximum power of the server is consumed even if the server is in the 

idle state.  In addition, the total energy consumption of a PS during a period is 

  

𝐸 =  ∫ (𝑃(𝑢(𝑡)) × 𝑡) 𝑑𝑡 (4. 3) 

The objective here is to minimize the total power consumption of the physical servers 

running in the MEC host without compromising the quality of service requirements. Thus, 

all the accepted tasks at the MEC host should be accomplished within the required 

deadline. In other words, the total power consumption of the MEC host is aimed to 

minimize, while allocating adequate CPU resources to the required VMs to satisfy the 

quality of service. 

min∑𝑃(𝑢(𝑡))

𝑠

(4. 4) 

subject to: 

∑𝑟𝐴𝐿𝐿𝑂𝐶
𝐶,𝑡

𝑡

≤ 𝑟𝑅𝐸𝑄
𝐶  (4. 5) 

∑𝑟𝐴𝐿𝐿𝑂𝐶
𝐶  

𝑣

 ≤ 𝑈𝑀𝐴𝑋  ×  𝑅𝑀𝐴𝑋  (4. 6) 

where 𝑈𝑀𝐴𝑋  is the threshold value of the utility of the physical server and ∑ 𝑟𝐴𝐿𝐿𝑂𝐶
𝐶,𝑡

𝑡  is the 

total number of CPU cycles allocated for the VM during the deadline. The first constraint 

in Eq. (4.5) is to ensure that adequate CPU resources are allocated to the VM during the 

execution of the task, thus, the quality of service is maintained. The second constraint in 

Eq. (4.6) is to ensure that the total available CPU resources of a PS in the MEC host do 

not exceed the total number of CPU resources consumed by all VMs running on that PS. 

𝑈𝑀𝐴𝑋  ×  𝑅𝑀𝐴𝑋  is the total available CPU cycles in a physical server. The typical utility 

threshold value, 𝑈𝑀𝐴𝑋 , is 80%. 
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4.3.2 Energy-efficient Server Class Selection 

Optimising the energy efficiency of the MEC hosts begins from the selection of 

physical servers based on the computation task offloading requests. User mobility pattern 

and user task offloading request pattern are used to calculate the task offloading request 

profile of each MEC host. Task offloading request profile is then used to calculate the 

computing resource demands at the MEC host. The key challenge of MEC service 

provider is to select the right server class, which minimizes the total average power 

consumption (i.e., total energy consumption) of the MEC system, i.e. to minimize the 

operational costs. Even though the ratio of the power consumption to the total CPU 

resources available of a large-scale server is lower than the small-scale server, the service 

provider needs to decide on the selection of server classes, which consume minimal power 

based on the task offloading resource request profiles at each MEC host. Further, as idle 

PS consumes significant power, it has been proposed to allow the idle PS to sleep in order 

to save power [160]. Thus, maintaining the utilization of a running server at a higher level 

by keeping the idle servers in sleeping state is regarded as a promising energy-efficient 

method.   

In the proposed energy efficiency methodology, first, the task offloading request 

profile of each MEC host is estimated. Then the total average power consumption of a 

MEC host is calculated based on the estimated task offloading request profile for each 

 

Figure 4.1 Proposed process to address energy-efficiency improvements 
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server classes. Then, the server class which minimizes the total average power 

consumption among other server classes is selected.  

4.3.3 Energy-efficient Processes 

The energy optimization procedure consists of three processes based on the single 

threshold energy optimization mechanism, which consumes less total power compared to 

other mechanisms [156]. Figure 4.1 shows the proposed energy optimization procedure. 

When an offloading request arrives at the MEC host, it is added to the virtual machine 

queue. When the first virtual machine request is added to the queue, the virtual machine 

placement process starts. When the queue’s status changes from empty to non-empty, this 

process is triggered. The virtual machine placement process is to place all the offloading 

requests in the queue to the MEC host servers in an energy-efficient manner.  Similarly, 

when a new request arrives at the queue, the physical server wake-up process starts. This 

process makes sure that there are enough resources available on the running servers. If 

not, it looks for a physical server to wake-up and adds its resources to the available 

resources. In addition to the above processes, the virtual machine migration process is to 

select virtual machines to migrate from one server to another as a result of the energy 

minimization process. This virtual machine migration process runs in a predefined 

interval. The output of this virtual machine process will be added to the virtual machines 

queue.  
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4.3.4 Virtual Machines Migration Process 

First, suitable virtual machines are selected for migration from the current running 

physical server to another physical server. In the virtual machine migration process, 

virtual machine selection is based on either the physical server is overloaded (i.e., above 

the threshold utilization) or it can be transferred to the sleep state to save energy. Then, 

the process places any idle physical servers to sleep state. As the virtual machine 

supervisor will be running on one of the physical servers, at least one physical server will 

be in the active state in each MEC host. The virtual machines selected for migration are 

then added to the virtual machine queue. The virtual machine migration process is shown 

in Algorithm 4.1.  The VM queue consists of all the VMs needed to be placed in the 

Algorithm 4.1 Virtual machine migration process 

Input: server_list – a list of currently active physical servers. 

Output: migration_list – a list of virtual machines that need to be migrated 

Process 

 1. tot_avail_resources = server_list.availableResources() 

2. FOR EACH server IN server_list 

  a. srv_util = server.currentUtility() 

b. srv_threshold = server.Threshold() 

c. srv_cur_resources = server.currentResourceConsumption() 

d. IF srv_util > srv_threshold 

i.  ii.   i. bestFitvms ← Find the best fit virtual machines that is 

running on the server 

ii. migrationList.add(server, bestFitvm) 

iii. tot_avail_resources = tot_avail_resources – 

bestFitvms.totalAllocatedResources() 

  e. IF (srv_util < srv_threshold) AND (srv_cur_resources < 

tot_avail_resources)  

i.  ii.   i. migrationList.add(server.runningVMs()) 

ii. tot_avail_resources = tot_avail_resources - 

srv_cur_resources 

  f. IF server.runningVMCount() == 0 

g. server.sleep() 
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physical servers for execution. New arrival user application requests, i.e. new VM 

requests will also be placed in the VM queue.  

The input to the virtual machine migration process is the list of currently active 

physical servers ordered by their utility in ascending order. The output will be the virtual 

machine migration list, i.e., the list of virtual machines needs to be migrated. The process 

starts with calculating the total available resources in currently active physical servers. 

Then, the process loops through each active server to find out the virtual machines to 

migrate. The current utility of the server is calculated. If the current utility exceeds the 

threshold level of the server, it searches for the best fit virtual machine(s) to migrate. If 

the best fit virtual machine(s) is removed from the server, the server utility will be just 

under the threshold value. In other words, best fit virtual machines are the virtual 

machines which is removed to keep server utility at maximum while maintaining the 

utility under the threshold value.   Then it adds the selected best fit virtual machine(s) to 

the migration list. 

If the current utility is below the threshold level and the amount of resources currently 

being used by the server is less than the total available resources, all the virtual machines 

in the server can be migrated to other servers.  In other words, all the currently running 

virtual machines can be migrated to other servers, all the virtual machines will be added 

to the migration list. Further, the total available resources will be reduced by the amount 

of resources at the server. If no virtual machines are running on the server, the server can 

be placed in sleep mode to minimize energy consumption. After considering all the 

servers, the output of the process i.e., virtual machine migration list will be added to the 

virtual machine queue. 
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4.3.5 Virtual Machine Placement Process 

The virtual machine placement process places the ordered virtual machines in the 

queue to the physical servers in such a way that the power consumption is minimized. 

The virtual machines are allocated based on the required resources, sorted incrementally 

so that the number of tasks executed on the running physical servers can be maximized. 

The process searches all the currently running physical servers to find the best fit physical 

server, which has the resources to accommodate the required virtual machine (i.e., the 

physical server is not overloaded above the threshold by adding the new virtual machine) 

while consuming minimal power consumption. The virtual machine placement process 

algorithm is shown in Algorithm 4.2.  

The list of currently running virtual machines and the virtual machine queue are the 

input for the algorithm. Virtual machine resources are allocated based on the resource 

requirement of the user application. It is assumed that all the physical servers have the 

Algorithm 4.2 Virtual machine placement process 

Input: server_list – a list of currently active physical servers,  

           vm_queue– a list of virtual machines in the queue 

Output: successful placements of virtual machines 

Process 

 WHILE vm_queue.count() >0 

  1. vm_queue.sortbyIncreasingResourceAllocated () 

2. server_list.sortbyIncreasingAvailableResources() 

3. FOR EACH vm IN vm_queue 

iii.  iv.   a. min_power_consumption = MAX; 

b. FOR EACH srv IN server_list 

c. IF vm.resourceAllocated() < srv.resourceAvailable() 

v.  vi.    1.  power_increment = srv.extimatePower(vm. 

resourceAllocated()) 

2. IF power_increment < min_power_consumption 

vii.  viii.     a. srv.placeVM(vm); 

b. vm_queue.remove(vm); 

  4. vm_queue.refresh() 
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same idle power ratio 𝑘. Further, more virtual machines can be accommodated by placing 

the less resource required virtual machines first in a resource limited environment. Thus, 

ordering the virtual machine based on virtual machine resource allocations increases the 

number of tasks accomplished. Then the algorithm searches for the best server which 

executes the virtual machine with less power consumption. Power increment is estimated 

on each physical server, which indicates the additional power consumption by virtual 

machine by placing on the physical server. The physical server with less power increment 

will be selected for the placement of the virtual machine. Since active servers are sorted 

by available resources, virtual machines will be placed first in high utilized active servers, 

in turn, server utility is maximized. This will give room for under-utilized physical servers 

to be kept in sleep mode by the virtual machine migration process.    

4.3.6 Physical Server Activation Process 

The physical server activation process is responsible for activating (waking-up) the 

suitable servers that are in the sleeping state. If the demands of CPU resources increase 

while the currently running physical servers do not have adequate resources to handle the 

demands, the process will activate PSs to accommodate the demands. It selects physical 

servers to be wakened up in which the power consumption on the execution of the 

demands is minimized. The physical server activation process is shown in Algorithm 4.3.  

Current active physical servers and list of servers that are in sleeping mode are the 

inputs. First, it calculates the total allocated resources of all the virtual machines in the 

queue and the total available resources on the currently running servers. In order to 

calculate the total available resources, server threshold values are considered, i.e., total 

available resources up to the threshold values. If the total allocated resources of virtual 

machines are higher than the total available resources on the currently running servers, 

then this process activates the suitable physical server(s) to satisfy the virtual machines’ 

resource demands. Total power minimization is considered in selecting the server list 
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among the sleeping server to activate. After selecting suitable servers, this process 

activates the servers from the sleeping state to activate state. All the above three processes 

 

Input: server_list – a list of physical servers in active state,  

sleeping_list – a list of physical servers in sleeping state,  

vm_queue – a list of virtual machines that need to be placed 

Output: short_resources – resource shortage 

              list_activate – list of servers activated 

Process 

 1. vm_tot_resources = vm_queue.totalAllocatedResource() 

2. srv_tot_avail_resources = serv_list.totalAvailableResource() 

3. IF vm_tot_resources > srv_tot_avail_resources 

  a.  req_resources = srv_tot_avail_resources - vm_tot_resources 

b.  sleeping_list.sortByResourcesDescending() 

c.  feasible_server = NULL; 

d.  short_resources = req_resources; 

e.  FOR EACH srv IN sleeping_list 

   i. IF srv.availableResources()>req_resources 

   1. feasible_server = srv; 

2. short_resources = 0; 

   ii. ELSE 

   1. IF feasible_server != NULL 

   a. list_activate.add(feasible_server); 

b. feasible_server = NULL; 

   2. IF short_resources > 0 

3. 4.  a. list_activate.add(srv); 

b. short_resources = short_resources - req_resources; 

   3. ELSE  

   a. BREAK; 

  f. FOR EACH server IN list_activate 

   i. server.Activate() 

Algorithm 4.3 Physical server activation process. 
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are running simultaneously to achieve the optimum energy efficiency of a MEC host.  

 

Figure 4.2 (a) User trajectories of selected 20 users during morning peak hours (green circle 

indicates starting point and red circle indicates end points) (b) tasks requests profile of 

selected radio nodes based on correlated mobility (1,000 users). 
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4.3.7 Process Execution Triggers 

The virtual machine migration process could be performed within a fixed time interval, 

i.e., every 1 second. In order to optimize the number of running time of the other processes 

and minimize the queuing time of VMs, the virtual machine migration process could start 

running upon a queuing triggering event. The VM placement process could start running 

upon the first VM arrival event in the VM queue, i.e. when the VM queue state changes 

from empty to occupied.  If there is a new VM request in the queue, the process starts to 

allocate CPU resources to the VM until the queue is empty. The PS activation process 

triggers upon the event of a new VM arrival at the queue to make sure that the required 

CPU resources are readily available to be occupied and thus, minimizing the queuing 

time. By minimizing the queuing time, the probability of meeting the deadline of the 

offloading requests could increase significantly. Further, the power consumed by the 

processes can be reduced by not running the processes when there is no VM request in 

the queue.  

 

 

Figure 4.3 Deployment of different classes of servers and the number of servers. Selected 

MEC hosts for analysis are highlighted in yellow. 
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Virtual machine supervisor is responsible to run all of these processes; virtual machine 

migration processes, virtual machine placement process and physical server activation 

process. Thus, there will be at least one physical server running in the MEC host, which 

hosts the virtual machine supervisor. Further, the virtual machine supervisor ensures that 

there is only one instance of the process running in each process.  

4.4. Simulation and Results 

In the simulations, a dense urban area of 2 km×2 km with 100 small radio nodes 

(picocells) deployed with a cell distance of 200m is implemented. The quality-of-service 

requirement of the MEC system is assumed to be 90%, i.e. 90% of the total offloaded 

tasks in the MEC system must be accomplished within the deadline requirement. Further, 

1,000 users are assumed in correlated movement during morning peak hours, requesting 

for offloading tasks of a compute-intensive virtual reality application. Further, a uniform 

workload is used in which each mobile device (MD) unit requires 100 Mega CPU cycles 

of resources with a task deadline of 20 milliseconds in every second interval.  Simulated 

data of user trajectories of morning peak hours of 20 users (out of 1,000) are shown in 

Figure 4.2(a) as mirrored with real data [133]. Figure 4.2(b) shows the total task 

 

Figure 4.4 Total power consumption of different classes of servers for different 

loads (i.e., VMs) 
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offloading request profiles of moving users in the selected MEC hosts. The selected MEC 

hosts for analysis are shown in Fig. 4.4. The utilitarian resource distribution algorithm is 

used for the deployment and resource distribution of MEC hosts in the simulation area. 

The utilitarian resource distribution algorithm selects the ideal locations to deploy MEC 

hosts and determines the amount of CPU resources required in each MEC host such that 

the total number of offloaded tasks accomplished in the MEC system is maximized by 

considering the correlated mobility patterns of mobile users.  Further, based on the results 

in [156], a single threshold of 60% (i.e., j=60%) is chosen, which minimizes the total 

energy consumption among other algorithms with moderate service level agreement 

(SLA) violation [18]. MATLAB is used to simulate the proposed methodologies.  

Three different Dell PowerEdge rack servers are selected: small server class (model - 

R230, total available CPU resources - 12 Giga CPU cycles per second, power 

consumption - 0.25kW), medium server class (R930, 57.6 Giga, 0.75kW) and large server 

class (R740, 207 Giga, 1.1kW) [161]. As observed in the datasheets, a large server has 

the minimum power to CPU cycle ratio. However, a service provider cannot simply 

deploy large servers in all MEC hosts.  

 

Figure 4.5 Total power consumption of different classes of servers deployed in H1. 
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Server Class Selection Evaluation 

The server class selection should consider the task offloading request profile of the 

MEC host to minimize the total average power consumption (total energy consumption) 

of the system. Figure 4.4 shows the power consumption of three different MEC hosts that 

are running different classes of servers (a class of server per host) with different numbers 

of VM requests (user applications). As depicted in Figure 4.4, for less than 143 user 

applications (VMs), small servers are suitable and for the server load between 143 and 

340 user applications, medium servers are suitable. Further, the power consumption of a 

MEC host is high and not comparable with the power consumption of a picocell radio 

node (i.e., approximately 10 watts) [162].  

Thus, it is essential to select the classes of servers, which minimize the power 

consumption based on the task offloading request profile as described in the previous 

section. The class of servers and the required number of physical servers for the minimum 

total power consumption of the MEC system is shown in Figure 4.3. For some outer areas, 

radio nodes are not selected for the deployment of MEC hosts. As observed in Figure 4.3, 

3 small servers are deployed at cell H1. The total average power consumption of 3 small 

servers at the maximum load is higher than the total average power consumption of a 

single medium server at maximum load. However, based on the task offloading request 

profile shown in Figure 4.2(b), the total average power (total energy) consumption of 

 

Figure 4.6 Power consumption of different MEC hosts (ES- with energy savings enabled). 
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three small servers with energy saving mechanisms are less than of a medium server as 

shown in Figure 4.5. Even though using a medium PS could result in lower energy 

consumption up to 1450s, the total energy consumption is higher than 3 small servers. 

This is because there are only a few task offloading requests during the time from 1450 s 

to 3500 s and thus the total average power consumption of a medium server in idle state 

is much higher than the total average power consumption of a small server in idle state (2 

others in sleep state). By carefully selecting the servers in radio node H1, 706 kWh energy 

could be saved during an hour of morning peak hours, which is approximately 34.32% of 

the total energy (2.057 MWh calculated based on Eq. 4.3) consumed by the medium 

server during the same period.  

4.4.2 Energy-efficient Processes Evaluation 

  The power consumption of selected MEC hosts is shown in Figure 4.6. It compares 

the power consumption of normal operation and the one with the energy saving process 

enabled. As users moving towards the centre area, the MEC hosts in the centre (H3 and 

H4) receive fewer task requests in the early part of the peak hour. Thus, the power saving 

processes are benefited in the early stage of the morning peak hours. The initial power 

consumption gap in H4 MEC host (deployed in the centre) indicates the power savings 

 

Figure 4.7 Total power consumptions of the MEC system 
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between the idle server and the sleep state enabled servers. On the other hand, the MEC 

hosts in the outer area (H1 and H2) receive fewer task requests in the latter part of the 

morning peak hours and energy-saving processes are beneficial in later stages of the 

morning peak hours.   

 The total power consumption of the MEC system during morning peak hours is shown 

in Figure 4.7. The total energy consumption of the MEC system during the morning peak 

hour is 541.5 MWh, calculated as the total energy consumption of all the PSs in all the 

MEC hosts based on Eq. (4.3) before our energy processes applied. Using our proposed 

energy saving processes, 87.45 MWh energy could be saved in the MEC system during a 

morning peak hour, which is translated to 16.15 % of the total energy consumption of the 

MEC system. 

The server class selection method and energy-efficient processes can be applied to 

different user mobility patterns and different task offloading request patterns. This is 

because the server class selection method and the process of finding a PS with minimum 

power consumption in VM placement process are dependent on the task offloading 

request profile and the resource requirement of VMs, respectively. Thus, our proposed 

processes provide better results regardless of user mobility pattern and task offloading 

request pattern. 

4.5. Conclusion 

Energy savings of a multi-access edge computing host begins with careful selection of 

physical servers by utilizing the offloading task request profile context information based 

on users’ mobility patterns and task offloading request patterns. As MEC hosts are 

deployed at the radio nodes, energy efficiency is a major challenge for MEC service 

providers in terms of capital expenditure and operational costs. In this chapter, a method 

for server class selection is proposed based on task offloading request profile of the MEC 

host. Then, energy saving algorithms for MEC host is also proposed based on the single 

threshold energy saving methodology. The proposed processes were evaluated based on 

correlated mobility and uniform workload. By carefully selecting the classes of servers 

based on the offloading request profile, the proposed algorithms could achieve an energy 

saving of up to 34.32% in a MEC host during the morning peak hour.  In addition, based 
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on the proposed energy-efficient processes, an average energy saving of 16.15 % can be 

achieved in the MEC system during a morning peak hour.
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5. Optimum MEC Host Selection 

When the computation offloading request arrives at the MEC system, a suitable MEC host 

needs to be selected to serve the request. MEC service providers will desire to minimise the cost 

of providing offloading services to mobile users. In this Chapter, suitable MEC host selection 

based on cost minimisation to serve offloading requests is investigated. 

5.1. Introduction 

Extended reality based mobile applications are emerging and becoming more popular. 

Computation offloading of these applications comes with its own rules and requirements. 

All of the above-mentioned applications require very low latency to provide a better 

immersive experience to the end users and some of them require high network bandwidth 

for data transmission. Thus, the MEC deployment model of the application will also vary 

with applications. For instance, a personal virtual reality application may require one 

instance per user deployment model, while a virtual reality based museum navigation 

application may require one instance per MEC host and collaborative online gaming may 

require one instance on each MEC host. The requirement of virtualized resources such as 

compute, storage, network resources may also vary between applications. These 

applications may depend on different MEC services that are provided in the MEC system. 

For instance, an augmented reality application may consume the object identification 

service provided by the MEC system. Some MEC applications require connectivity to the 

local network, while some require connectivity to the Internet. Some others require 

persistent storage to store data permanently. Thus, satisfying these rules and requirements 

of mobile applications is one of the greater challenges faced by MEC service providers.  

MEC hosts are deployed within the radio access network to provide virtualized 

resources such as compute, storage and network resources for computation offloading of 

mobile users. Deployment within the radio access network increases the context 

awareness and decreases the offloading network latency. MEC hosts can be deployed at 

a radio node, or the edge of the core network, or at an aggregation point that is between 

the radio node and the edge of the core network [21]. In order to maximize the utility of 

5 
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the MEC hosts with limited resources, collaboration among MEC hosts is proposed in 

[163].  

Since different applications can have different requirements and MEC hosts can be 

deployed in different network locations and collaboration among them is allowed, it is a 

critical challenge to select a suitable MEC host to serve the application. Thus, selecting 

the ideal MEC hosts to instantiate the user application by abiding user application’s rules 

and requirements is a critical challenge for the MEC service providers. This challenge is 

known as the MEC hosts selection problem and solving this requires joint considerations 

of limitations in resources (bandwidth and computing) and the associated usage costs in 

order to minimize the overall network costs. However, to the best of our knowledge, 

consideration of the cost of provisioning the MEC offloading services in the MEC hosts 

selection problem has yet to be fully investigated. This chapter addresses the key question 

of how to minimize the total cost incurred by the MEC service providers in selecting the 

ideal MEC hosts to instantiate the user application in a collaborative environment without 

compromising latency requirements.  

The remaining sections are organized as follows. Section 5.2 discusses the related 

work in MEC host selection. Section 5.3 discusses the methodology and our 

modifications to the Balas-Geoffrion additive algorithm. Then, Section 5.4 discusses the 

simulation setup and results that verify the effectiveness of the optimization and the MEC 

hosts collaborations. Finally, Section 5.5 concludes the chapter with a summary of the 

insights gained from our work. 

5.2. Related Works in Literature 

Related works in application placement algorithms can be found in various domains 

such as content distribution within a content delivery network [4] and cloud server 

management in the context of cloud computing [164]. In [165], the placement of content 

is studied in the context of content delivery networks and the cost is calculated based on 

the hop count. 

Another body of existing work usually involves only two physical computing entities 

(i.e., the mobile device and the cloud) [166] [67]. The net utility that trades-off the energy 

saved by the mobile, subject to constraints on the communication delay, overall 
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application execution time, and component precedence order is defined in [166] to solve 

the linear optimization problem using real data measurements obtained from running 

multi-component applications in mobile phone and cloud. A power-constrained delay 

minimization problem in [67] by analysing the average delay of each task and the average 

power consumption at the mobile device and proposed an efficient one-dimensional 

search algorithm to find the optimal task scheduling policy.  

Some existing works on application placement and scheduling in MECs have 

considered applications with two components, one running on the cloud (which can either 

be by the MEC or core cloud) and the other running on the mobile device [167] [168]. 

The hierarchical architecture of edge cloud is considered in [169] to enable aggregation 

of the peak loads across different tiers of cloud servers to maximize the amount of mobile 

workloads being served.  

The user application is modelled in [170] as an application graph and the physical 

computing system as a physical graph with resource demands/ availabilities annotated on 

these graphs. A task placement algorithm of an edge computing orchestrator is also 

proposed in [171] that performs replication and placement of application components in 

a telecom-driven application-hosting infrastructure. The Nova scheduler of OpenStack 

[172] is an existing application placement architecture that selects suitable computing 

nodes to initiate the virtual machines. However, it is explicitly disconnected from the 

networking component and does not consider requirements such as latency, connectivity 

and mobility that originated from the application providers [171]. 

5.3. System Models and Methodologies 

The user application instantiation process is described in Chapter 1. First, a device 

application sends an offloading request to MEC system to instantiate the computation 

offloading process. The MEC orchestrator is responsible to instantiate the user application 

in the most suitable MEC host(s) in the MEC system in response to the request from the 

mobile device. The MEC hosts selections should satisfy the rules and requirements of the 

request such as deployment mode, specific hardware requirement, required resources, 

latency, connectivity, and mobility requirements. Since user application may depend on 

different MEC services such as image processing service, object identification service or 

persistence storage service, it is a critical challenge for MEC service providers to select 
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the suitable MEC hosts to provide above mentioned dependent services in an efficient 

manner while satisfying latency requirement of the user application. Once the user 

application is instantiated in the MEC hosts, the device application, that is running on the 

mobile device, collaborates with user application to offload the computation tasks 

regularly, until the computation offloading process ends. 

On the other hand, hosting the offloading applications in MEC network incur costs to 

the MEC service providers, which includes computing resource usage cost and network 

bandwidth resource usage cost. Computing resources and network bandwidth resource 

usages may have separate cost structures. Further, hosting dependant MEC services in 

every MEC host is not feasible, since additional resources need to be allocated in each 

MEC hosts for dependant MEC services in each MEC host. It is important to note that 

hosting dependant MEC services in each MEC host will incur additional cost to the 

service providers and underutilization of resources. Hence, MEC services will be 

deployed at feasible and optimum network locations. The MEC service location is 

selected based on the service demand, network topology, resource availability and service 

provider’s preference locations. In this research, the focus is on the cost associated with 

the offloading services, where MEC services are deployed in predefined locations. Thus, 

from the MEC service provider’s point of view, the objective is to minimize the total cost 

incurred by the MEC system when provisioning the offloading services while satisfying 

the service requirements of the MEC application. 

5.3.1 User Application Modeling  

The MEC service dependencies of a user application can be represented in a graph. 

For instance, Figure 5.1 shows the service dependencies of a user application. The shown 

user application depends on the 𝑆1, S2 and S4 MEC services. S2 service depends on 𝑆3 

 

Figure 5.1 MEC service dependency graph of a user application 
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service. For instance, object identification MEC service depends on classification MEC 

service. Vertices of the graph represent the MEC services and the edges represent the 

computation offloading requests within the services. Each MEC service request from the 

user application can be considered as a computational task offloading request from the 

user application. For instance, T1 represents the computation task to the service S1. One 

MEC service may depend on another MEC service as S2 depends on S3 service as in 

Figure 5.1. Interdependencies among MEC services can be grouped into one service in 

which user application depends on. Thus, this research focuses only on service 

dependencies of user application and not on the interdependencies of MEC services. 

Computation intensive tasks (𝑇) can be represented by the size of the offloading data 

(qN), task deadline (𝜏𝑀𝐴𝑋) and the number of CPU cycles required to complete the task 

(𝑞𝐶), i.e., 𝑇 ≜ (𝑞𝑁, 𝜏𝑀𝐴𝑋  , 𝑞𝐶).  

On the other hand, MEC hosts deployment can be represented in the MEC network 

topology graph as shown in Figure 5.2. Vertices of the graph represent the MEC hosts, 

the MEC host capacity in terms of computing resources and the unit compute resource 

allocation cost. Edges of the graph represent the network capacities in terms of bandwidth 

resources and the unit bandwidth allocation cost. For instance, 𝑅1
𝐶  , 𝑒1

𝐶  represent the 

allocated CPU resource and the unit CPU allocation cost in MEC host H1, respectively. 

Similarly, 𝑅2,3
𝑁  , 𝑒2,3

𝑁  are the allocated network bandwidth on the network link between 

MEC hosts H2 and 𝐻3 and the unit bandwidth allocation cost of the network link 

respectively. A complete topology graph of the MEC system can be generated from the 

 

Figure 5.2 Network topology graph of the MEC network 
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network topology graph in which there is a direct communication link between all pairs 

of MEC hosts. All the communication links in the complete topology graph also will have 

the network bandwidth capacity and the unit bandwidth allocation cost. It should be noted 

that both compute and bandwidth resource usages are associated with different costs in 

the complete graph. In addition, these costs are not affected by user mobility or channel 

interference, since these costs are in MEC access network. 

5.3.2 Total Cost Minimization 

Let MEC hosts in the MEC system be represented in a set  𝐻 = {1,2,… ℎ, … }. Let 

𝐼 (𝐼 ⊆ 𝐻) be the filtered subset of the MEC hosts that could support the rules and 

requirements of the user applications such as virtualized resource requirement and special 

hardware requirement. Different MEC services might be required by the user application. 

Let 𝐽(𝐽 ⊆ 𝐻) be the filtered subset of MEC hosts in which the required services of the 

user application are hosted. Let 𝑥𝑖,𝑗
𝑁  be the maximum amount of network bandwidth that 

can be allocated to the user application during the data transmission to be used between 

the MEC hosts 𝑖 and 𝑗. This network bandwidth allocation is based on the network 

resource allocation policy of the MEC service provider and the available bandwidth. For 

instance, a maximum of 50% of the remaining bandwidth can be allocated to the incoming 

resource request. Thus, the minimum network latency is given by 𝜏𝑖,𝑗 
𝑁 = 

𝑞𝑖,𝑗
𝑁  

𝑥𝑖,𝑗
𝑁 , where 𝑞𝑖,𝑗

𝑁  is 

the data that needs to be transmitted between the MEC hosts. Further, the data 

transmission cost is 𝑒𝑖,𝑗
𝑁 ∗  𝑞𝑖,𝑗

𝑁 , where 𝑒𝑖,𝑗
𝑁  is the cost of transferring a unit of data between 

MEC hosts.  

Let 𝑥𝑖
𝐶   be the maximum computing resource that can be allocated at the MEC host 

during the task execution. Noted that the computing resource allocation also depends on 

the MEC service provider’s resource allocation policy and the resource availability at the 

MEC host with limited resources. Thus, the minimum computing latency in the servicing 

MEC host is 𝜏𝑖
𝐶 =  

𝑞𝑖
𝐶

𝑥𝑖
𝐶, where 𝑞𝑖

𝐶  is the required computing resources. The computing cost 

is thus 𝑒𝑖
𝐶 ∗ 𝑥𝑖

𝐶, where 𝑒𝑖
𝐶  is the unit allocation cost of the computing resources at MEC 

host 𝑖. The total service cost is the sum of the data transmission costs and computing 
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costs, i.e., 𝑒𝑖
𝐶 ∗ 𝑥𝑖

𝐶 + ∑ ( 𝑒𝑖,𝑗
𝑁 ∗  𝑞𝑖,𝑗

𝑁 + 𝑒𝑗
𝐶 ∗ 𝑥𝑗

𝐶)𝑗∈𝐽 . It is assumed that each service is 

independent and can be consumed in parallel.   

The objective of the MEC service provider is to minimize the total cost incurred by 

provisioning the offloading services while maintaining the quality-of-service (QoS): 

min {∑𝛼𝑖 (𝑒𝑖
𝐶 ∗ 𝑥𝑖

𝐶 + ∑( 𝑒𝑖,𝑗
𝑁 ∗  𝑞

𝑖,𝑗

𝑁
+ 𝑒𝑗

𝐶 ∗ 𝑥𝑗
𝐶

𝑗∈𝐽

)) 
𝑖∈𝐼

}  (5. 1) 

Subject to 

 𝛼𝑖(𝜏𝑖
𝐶 +max{𝜏𝑗

𝐶 + 𝜏𝑖,𝑗 
𝑁 }) ≤ 𝜏𝑀𝐴𝑋;  ∀ 𝑖 ∈ 𝐼, j ∈ J (5. 2) 

∑𝛼𝑖
𝑖∈𝐼

≥ 𝑚 and 𝛼𝑖 ∈ {0,1} (5. 3) 

where 𝑒𝑖
𝐶 ≥ 0, 𝑒𝑖,𝑗

𝑁 ≥ 0 𝑒𝑗
𝐶 ≥ 0, 𝑥𝑖

𝐶 ≥ 0 , qi,j
N ≥ 0,  𝑥𝑗

𝐶 ≥ 0  and 𝛼𝑖 is a binary variable. If 

𝛼𝑖 =  1, the MEC host is selected for instantiating the user application, otherwise, it is 

not selected. The offloaded computational task should be executed on or before the 

deadline requirement of the user application. Since each service is independent, the task 

execution time of each service is independent. Thus, the sum of task execution time at the 

user application and the maximum execution time of the MEC service execution times 

should be within the deadline requirement of the application as in Eq. (5.2). In addition 

to the latency constraints in Eq. (5.2), there is another constraint in Eq. (5.3): at least 𝑚 

MEC hosts shall be selected to instantiate the user application as per the deployment mode 

requirement of the application.  Eq. (5.3) can be written as 

− ∑𝛼𝑖
𝑖∈𝐼

≤ − 𝑚 and 𝛼𝑖 ∈ {0,1} (5. 4) 

The optimal (feasible) solution needs to satisfy Eqs. (5.1), (5.2) and (5.4). The above 

minimization problem can be represented in the standard form as follows: 

min{∑𝛼𝑖 ∗ 𝑧𝑖 
𝑖∈𝐼

} (5. 5) 

Subject to 

∑𝛼𝑖 ∗ 𝑦𝑖,𝑘 + 𝛽𝑘 = 𝛾𝑘, 𝑘 = 1,2 (5. 6) 
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where  𝑧𝑖 = 𝑒𝑖
𝐶 ∗ 𝑥𝑖

𝐶 + ∑ ( 𝑒𝑖,𝑗
𝑁 ∗  𝑞𝑖,𝑗

𝑁 + 𝑒𝑗
𝐶 ∗ 𝑥𝑗

𝐶)𝑗∈𝐽  and slack variable of the constraint 𝑘 

is  𝛽𝑘(≥ 0). The objective cost function is derived using cost functions of network and 

computing resources. Similarly, latencies are derived from the resource limitations in 

network bandwidth and computing resources. As all the cost components are non-

negative, the total cost is also non-negative (𝑧𝑖 ≥ 0 ).  

Eqns. (5.1), (5.2) and (5.4) are considered as MEC hosts selection problem. The 

problem is dual feasible as 𝑧𝑖 ≥ 0. Further, by analyzing the problem, there is only one 

constraint with all nonpositive constant (-1) coefficients as in Eq. (5.4) and other with all 

nonnegative coefficient as in Eq. (5.2). In other words, it is a minimization problem with 

upper bound constraints with all positive coefficients and all negative constant 

coefficients.  

5.3.3 Balas-Geoffrion Additive Algorithm 

It is important to note that the solution of MEC hosts selection problem will be a 0-1 

integer (binary) programming. Binary programming is NP-complete and is one of Karp's 

21 NP-complete problems [173]. Techniques available for solving the 0-1 integer 

programming problem include algorithms of Glass, Balas, Glover, Lawler and Bell, 

Geoffrion, Lemke and Spielberg etc. as summarized in [174]. These additive algorithms 

are enumerative and developed for solving 0-1 binary programming problems. The 

general idea of the additive algorithm is to enumerate through some of all 2n possible 

solutions of a problem explicitly to find the best solution.  

Bala’s additive algorithm [175] with some modifications can be applied to solve the 

MEC host selection problem as it is dual feasible.  The approach of Bala’s algorithm that 

makes it efficient is that only some solutions are selected for enumeration. Geoffrion 

reformulated the additive algorithm by reducing the spatial complexity (storage) to 

improve the efficiency of the Balas algorithm [176]. The only operations required under 

the algorithm are additions and subtractions.  
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The computation complexity of addition and subtractions is ϴ(n) whereas the 

computational complexity of multiplication and division is ϴ(n2). This shows the 

advantage of applying an additive algorithm in terms of computational complexity in 

solving the MEC selection problem. Another advantage of the algorithm is that it provides 

the near-optimal solution, even if the calculations stop before all the possible solutions 

are enumerated. [177]. 

As mentioned above, not all the solutions are to be explicitly enumerated, rather 

implicitly enumerated by considering groups of solutions together. To explain how 

groups of solutions will be defined, partial solution notation is used. A partial solution is 

defined as an assignment of binary values to a subset of variables. Any variable not 

assigned a value is called the free variable. For instance, 𝑥1 (= 0) and 𝑥3(= 1) variables 

are assigned with values and 𝑥2 and 𝑥4 are free variables in the partial solution in Figure 

5.3. The tree represents the order in which the variables are enumerated. In this instance, 

𝑥3 is assigned before 𝑥2. Completions of a partial solution is defined as a solution that is 

determined together with the binary values of the free variables. There are four 

completions of the partial solution, since 𝑥2 and 𝑥4 can be assigned to 0 or 1. Thus, the 

solution may be one of the {0,0,1,0}, {0,1,1,0}, {0,0,1,1}, {0,1,1,1}.  Zero completion of 

the partial solution is derived by assigning zeros for all free variables, i.e., {0,0,1,0} in 

this case.  

 

Figure 5.3 Balas-Geoffrion algorithm terminology 

𝑥1 =0

𝑥3 =1

𝑥2 =0 𝑥2 =1

𝑥4 =0 𝑥4 = 1 𝑥4 = 1𝑥4 =0

Partial solution: { 0 , ? , 1 , ? }

Completions of the partial solution

Free variables 

Zero completion of 
the partial solution

Solution: {𝑥1 , 𝑥2 , 𝑥3 , 𝑥4 }
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Implicit enumeration involves generating a sequence of partial solutions and 

simultaneously considering all completions of each. As the calculations proceed, feasible 

solutions are discovered from time to time, and the best one yet found is kept in store as 

an incumbent. Now it may happen that for a given partial solution, the best feasible 

completion of the partial solution can be determined, i.e., feasible completion that 

minimizes the objective function among all feasible completions of the partial solution. 

If such a best feasible completion is better than the best-known feasible solution, 

assuming that one is known, then it replaces the later in store. Otherwise, the partial 

solution may have no feasible completion better than the incumbent. In either case, it 

means that one could fathom the partial solution.  

All completions of a fathomed partial solution have been implicitly enumerated in the 

sense that they can be excluded from further consideration. Fathoming tests can be carried 

out to omit unnecessary iterations to find out the solutions. In addition, we need to make 

sure that no completion of a partial solution in the sequence ever duplicates a completion 

of a previous partial solution that was fathomed.  

5.3.4 Extended Balas-Geoffrion Additive Algorithm 

Even though Balas-Geoffrion algorithm can be applied to a general binary 

programming problem, it is not efficient in solving binary problems with upper bound 

constraints with all positive coefficients and all negative constant coefficients. The 

selection strategy of free variables and fathoming tests of Balas-Geoffrion algorithm is 

modified to improve the efficiency of the algorithm for the above-mentioned special case 

of binary programming problems. Bala’s strategy was to choose the free variables, which 

would then result in the least infeasibility. As there is an upper bound constraint with all 

negative constant coefficients, least infeasibility calculations will end up listing all the 

free variables and must select one free variable randomly. Thus, the strategy is modified 

to select the free variables, which have the minimum coefficient in the objective function 

in order to guarantee the optimality of the problem.   

Balas developed four tests as described in [174] to validate whether the given partial 

solution is fathomed or not. Based on the context of our problem, Tests 1 and 3 in [3] can 

be omitted. Because all the coefficients in each constraint are either positive or negative, 

there is no nonnegative coefficient for a free variable in all the constraints in Test 1 and 
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hence should be omitted. Similarly, in Test 3, if the slack variable of a partial solution is 

negative, it should be from one of the upper bound constraints with all positive 

coefficients. Thus, there is no way to improve it by converting it to be positive by 

assigning 1 to any free variables in that constraint.  

If the algorithm terminates with the feasible solutions, then the computation offloading 

request will be accepted, otherwise, the offloading request will be rejected. The total 

requests accepted in the MEC system is defined as a metric of performance measurement 

to compare the collaborative MEC hosts method and non-collaborative (independent) 

MEC hosts method. 

5.4. Simulation and Results 

In order to evaluate the performance of MEC hosts collaborations, the MEC hosts 

selection problem is simulated involving an urban area of 2 km × 2 km served by a mobile 

wireless network in which radio nodes are spaced 200 m apart. A total of 1,000 users is 

assumed, each with a mobile device moving in vehicles for an hour, i.e., 3,600 seconds 

during the morning peak hour rush. Correlated mobility model created in Section 3.3.1 is 

used to produce the users’ trajectories of morning peak hours in which users start from 

the outer suburbs of the city and then move towards the central business district. Different 

 

Figure 5.4 Number of iterations required to find the optimal solution for Balas and 

modified Balas algorithms 
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types of servers are deployed in the MEC hosts considering energy efficiency as in the 

Section 4.3.2. Electricity cost is a major operational cost for MEC host servers. The mean 

electricity cost is USD 78 per MWh as in [178]. The power consumption of servers based 

on server utilization is considered. 

Further, different link capacities are assumed with different costs (1 Gbps, USD 0.05/ 

GB), 400 Mbps, USD 7/GB), (100 Mbps USD 0.09/GB) as in [178]. Link capacities are 

allocated according to the geographical distances between the MEC hosts. The amount of 

CPU resources distributed over the MEC hosts are based on utilitarian resource 

distribution algorithm as in the Section 3.3.5.  

In previous chapters, MEC hosts are assumed to be independent. Thus, when a mobile 

device sends an offloading request, if the serving MEC host does not satisfy the 

requirements, the offloading request is rejected, otherwise, the request is accepted. In this 

chapter, MEC hosts collaboration is introduced in which user application can be 

instantiated in any suitable MEC hosts, not necessarily the serving MEC host.   

As mentioned in Section III, Balas-Geoffrion algorithm is not efficient in solving the 

MEC host selection problem as shown in Figure 5.4. Because of the constant negative 

coefficients, Balas-Geoffrion selects a random value as the next free variable to iterate. 

 

Figure 5.5 Comparison of accepted requests in independent MEC hosts and 

collaborative MEC hosts methods 
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Thus, the number of iterations to reach out the final solution is random in Balas-Geoffrion 

algorithm. On the other hand, the number of iterations is less in the extended algorithm. 

However, a study increment in the number of iterations can be found except 3 and 4 

offloading requests. As shown in Figure 5.4, the extended algorithm outperforms Balas-

Geoffrion algorithm in the number of iterations required to select the optimal solution in 

the MEC host selection problem.   

5.4.1 Benefit of Collaboration Between MEC Hosts 

Figure 5.4 shows the benefit of MEC hosts collaboration method compared to 

independent method during the morning peak hour. It shows the improvement in the total 

number of accepted requests in collaborative method compared to the independent MEC 

hosts method. All the offloading requests during the middle of the morning peak hours 

are accepted. During the initial stages and the later stages of morning peak hours, a 

maximum of 15% and 2% of the total requests in the collaborative method are rejected, 

respectively. Since most of the resources are deployed near to the CBD based on the 

utilitarian algorithm, more tasks re rejected during the morning peak hours, as most users 

start their commute from out of the CBD. The total number of accepted requests is 

improved from 87% in the independent method to 95% in the collaborative method. 

 

Figure 5.6 Details of accepted requests in collaborative MEC hosts method 
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According to our analysis, the link capacity is the limiting factor in causing the number 

of requests rejected in the MEC hosts collaboration method, i.e., if there is unlimited link 

capacity, all the requests will be accepted in the MEC hosts collaborative method.  

5.4.2 Detail of MEC Hosts Collaborations 

Figure 5.6 shows the details of accepted requests in the MEC host collaboration 

method. Self-accepted requests of the MEC host are the requests accepted by the MEC 

host that are requested by the devices in the serving coverage area of the MEC host. 

 

Figure 5.7 (a) selected MEC hosts (b) total costs; for first fifty offloading requests at 

time 100 s 
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Delegated requests of the MEC host are the requests transferred to delegated MEC host 

by the serving MEC host. Delegation may occur due to the resource limitations in the 

serving MEC host or it is cheaper to host the user application in the delegated MEC host 

than the serving MEC host. The total number of delegated requests are higher in the early 

part of the morning peak hours. This indicates that most of the tasks are migrated from 

the outer MEC hosts to the centre MEC hosts to be served since most of the users are 

located outside of the CBD during this time. 

Once users start moving towards the CBD, a number of delegated tasks start to 

decrease and a number of self-accepted requests increases. When the users move very 

close to CBD, i.e., after time 2500 s, the number of delegated tasks increases and self-

accepted requests decreases. This shows that tasks are being migrated to outer MEC hosts 

for centre MEC hosts to server more requests. However, the total number of accepted 

requests does not change much after time 1250 s. 

5.4.3 Cost vs Number of Accomplished Tasks 

As first-come-first-serve scheduling is utilised at the MEC orchestrator, offloading 

requests are processed in the sequential order they are requested. Figure 5.7(a) shows the 

deviations in MEC host selections of the first 50 offloading requests at time 100 s, i.e. 

only the variations in both independent and collaborative methods in MEC host selections 

are displayed in the figure. As observed, there are some requests rejected in independent 

method, for instance, 2nd, 27th and 42nd requests are being rejected. On the other hand, all 

the task requests are being accepted in the collaborative method. For the 29th request, 60th 

and 69th MEC hosts are being selected in independent and collaborative methods, 

respectively. This indicates that selecting 69th MEC host is cost-efficient in collaborative 

method than selecting 60th MEC host for the 29th request as can be seen in Figure 5.7(b). 

Further, the number of variations in MEC host selection increase with the number of 

offloading requests.   

Figure 5.7(b) shows the total cost of providing offloading services for the requests. 

The cost is lower in collaboration method than the independent method except for 30th 

and 47th requests. The slight increment in the cost of both requests is due to that the 

selected MEC host is in higher utilization in the collaborative method than independent 

method. In other words, 29th request is being served at the 69th MEC host in the 
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collaborative method for cost efficiency. This will increase the utility of the 69th MEC 

host. When the 30th request is also being served at the 69th MEC host, the cost is slightly 

higher in the collaborative method than the independent method.  On the other hand, the 

number of rejected tasks increases with the number of offloading requests in independent 

method while there is no rejection in the collaborative method. The number of tasks 

rejected tend to reduce the cost in the independent method since the MEC host utilization 

is less compared to the collaborative method.  

Figure 5.8(a) shows the deviations in MEC host selections of the first 700 offloading 

requests at time 2,400 s. While all the first 700 tasks requests in the collaborative method 

are accepted, however, 6 offloading requests are rejected in the independent method as 

shown in the blue line in Figure 5.8(b). Further, the first task request rejection is at the 

 

Figure 5.8 (a) selected MEC hosts (b) total costs; for first seven hundred offloading 

requests at time 2400 s. 
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2nd request for 100 s as in Figure 5.7(a) and 551st request for 2400 s as in Figure 5.8(a). 

Since most of the users are outer area during the early part of the peak hour and fewer 

resources are allocated in the outer MEC hosts, the task is being rejected at the early stage, 

i.e., at time 100 s. On the other hand, since most users have moved to the inner area where 

most resources are allocated on the inner MEC hosts, all the requests are accepted, up to 

550th requests, in mid of the morning peak hour, i.e. at time 2400s. In addition, the number 

of MEC hosts collaborations increases with the number of offloading requests increases 

as can be seen in Figure 5.7(a) and Figure 5.8(a). 

Figure 5.8(b) shows the total cost of providing the offloading services, as the ratio of 

maximum cost, with the request arrival order in both methods at time 2400 s. It also shows 

the number of rejected offloading requests in independent method. During the early stage 

of the morning peak hours, i.e., at 100 s, 12 tasks are rejected within the first 50 requests. 

However, on the other hand, only 6 task requests were rejected within the first 700 

requests during the mid of the peak hour, i.e., at 2400 s. This is a clear indication that our 

utilitarian resource distribution algorithm allocates more resources to the centre of the 

deployment to accept more task requests. Thus, maximizing the quality of service of the 

MEC service providers in terms of the number of tasks accepted while satisfying the 

latency requirement.  

After the first three tasks are rejected by the independent method, the cost of 

instantiating the application in collaborative method increases as compared to the 

independent method from the 593rd offloading request onwards as shown in Figure 5.8(b). 

The cost gap further increases as the number of tasks rejected at the independent method 

increases. This implies that when the number of requests accepted in the collaborative 

method increases beyond the margin, the cost of providing the offloading services also 

increases as compared to the independent method. This is the trade-off between the cost 

of providing the offloading services to the quality of service in terms of the number of 

requests accepted. If the service providers want to increase the quality of service beyond 

the margin, then the cost increases. 
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5.5. Summary 

The MEC hosts selection problem in a collaborative MEC system is a challenging task 

for the MEC service providers in order to satisfy users’ QoS requirements while 

minimizing service costs. In this work, the MEC hosts selection problem is formulated as 

a special case of binary programming problems, which minimizes the total cost incurred 

by the MEC service providers without compromising on QoS requirements. An extended 

Balas-Geoffrion algorithm is developed to solve this problem as the additive algorithm 

minimizes the time complexity. Further, it provides the near-optimal solution, even if the 

calculations stop before all the possible solutions are enumerated. The findings in this 

chapter show that the extended algorithm outperforms the original Balas-Geoffrion 

algorithm in the number of iterations required to reach the optimal solution in the context 

of the special case of binary programming similar to MEC host selection problem. 

Furthermore, the trade-off between the increased costs of the collaboration methods to 

the number of tasks rejected in the independent method is analysed. Even though MEC 

hosts collaborative method increases the number of tasks accomplished, the cost of 

serving a request increases compared to independent method beyond a threshold margin. 

This trade-off will be helpful for MEC service providers to finalise their service level 

agreements with customers.
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6. Mobility-aware Energy 

Optimization in MEC Host 

Selection  

In MEC, user application migration needs to be considered taking into account of user 

mobility in order to provide service continuity. In this Chapter, the energy efficiency of MEC 

host selection and user application migration based on the type of applications in a hierarchical 

MEC network deployment is analysed. 

6.1. Introduction 

Mobile devices can offload their computationally intensive tasks to the MEC servers 

on the edge of the network, rather than utilizing the servers in the data centres. However, 

the deployment of MEC hosts within the radio access network can potentially introduce 

new challenges. While the computation offloading of the user application is in progress, 

i.e., the user application is running on the MEC host, the user may be moving around and 

be connected to a different radio node, i.e., handover. Regardless, the services still need 

to be provisioned seamlessly, i.e., the connectivity between the device application and the 

user application needs to be maintained. As the user moves away from the current serving 

MEC host, the data offloading latency between the device application and the user 

application is likely to extend.  

A user may move within the coverage area of a MEC host, resulting in an intra-host 

user mobility scenario, or a user may move around radio nodes which are connected to 

entirely different MEC hosts, resulting in an inter-host user mobility scenario [179]. In 

the case of intra-host user mobility, the user application does not require migration to 

another MEC host. However, in the case of inter-host user mobility, the user application 

might have to be migrated to another MEC host in order to maintain the latency 

requirements of the offloading application.  

6 
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The MEC host selection problem [51], discussed earlier in Chapter 5 becomes 

compounded due to the fact that user mobility introduces another important dimension to 

the MEC host selection problem, giving rise to the combined problem of  MEC hosts 

selection and user application migration.  

On the other hand, since MEC host servers are going to be deployed within the radio 

access network, operational costs will be very high compared to the operational costs at 

the dedicated cloud datacenters. For instance, operational cost at a MEC host located at 

the city centre of a dense urban town will be much higher. In addition, as presented in 

Chapter 4, maximizing energy efficiency, decreases the operational cost. Therefore, MEC 

service providers will also have to manage the energy efficiency of MEC hosts selection 

and user application migration problem as it offers significant cost-benefits. To the best 

of our knowledge, minimizing total energy consumption in the MEC hosts selection and 

user application migration problem considering user application’s latency requirement 

and user mobility has yet to be fully investigated. This chapter focuses on the investigation 

of energy consumption minimization in MEC hosts selection and user application 

migration problem. 

The remaining sections of this chapter are organized as follows. Section 6.2 introduces 

related work in different types of latency requirement of mobile application, application 

placement in edge computing and user mobility predictions. Section 6.3 models the 

system and formulate the minimization problem as the shortest path problem. Section 6.4 

discusses the simulation setup and results of our proposed methods and Section 6.5 

provides a summary of the main findings of this chapter. 

6.2. Related Works in Literature 

Mobile applications can be mainly categorized into the hard deadline and soft deadline 

applications depending on the maximum tolerable latency requirements [179]. The 

latency requirement of some applications such as remote medical surgery,  remote 

desktop applications, industry automation, tele-control applications is very critical to 

those applications effectiveness [135], i.e., hard deadline. In other words, each task of a 

hard deadline requirement application should be executed on or before the preset deadline 

requirement. In use cases such as video analytical applications, AR applications, e.g., 

visitor guideline applications of a museum, etc., the delay is tolerable to a certain extent. 
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Thus, the latency requirement is flexible resulting in the application having a soft 

deadline.  

In addition to specific target deadlines associated with the execution of applications, 

some existing work on application placement and scheduling in MECs have considered 

applications with two components, one running on the cloud which can be either by the 

MEC host or the cloud data centre and the other running on the mobile device [167] [168]. 

Another body of existing work usually involves only two physical computational entities, 

i.e., the mobile device and the cloud [166] [67]. Multi-component applications that can 

be deployed across one or multiple levels of MECs and core cloud(s) have been 

considered in [170], and a task placement algorithm of an edge computing orchestrator is 

also proposed in [171]. Machine learning approaches for computation offloading have 

been proposed in the literature [180] [181].  However, MEC network topology is not 

considered for application placement. 

As discussed in detail in Chapter 3, mobility traces of users have been extensively 

analyzed in the literature in order to gain insights into humans’ mobility patterns and to 

forecast their future locations accurately. Researchers have found that user mobility can 

be predicted up to 93 % [25]. Recent literature reports that human tend to perform Lévy 

walks [94] with heavy-tail flight distributions. However, in reality, user mobility tends to 

be correlated and strongly dependent on users’ personal and social characteristics and 

behaviours as well as environmental parameters [140]. Correlated user mobility model is 

proposed to derive user trajectories of morning peak hour in [179]   

6.3. System Models and Methodologies 

6.3.1 System Models 

The device applications running on the mobile devices offload their computation-

intensive tasks to the MEC host through a 5G mobile network. Each device application 

can have many computational tasks to be completed within a certain delay constraint. 

Each computational task can be described in three terms: 𝑇 = {𝑟𝐶 , 𝑟𝑁 , 𝜏𝑀}. In a 

computational task, 𝑟𝐶   is the computational resource required for accomplishing this 

task, which is quantified by the number of CPU cycles; 𝑟𝑁 on the other hand denotes the 
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size of the input data for the computation, which include program codes, input files, etc., 

which is then quantified by the number of bits.  𝜏𝑀 is the maximum tolerable latency of 

the computational task, which is quantified by nanoseconds. These parameters are related 

to the nature of the applications and should be pre-specified by the MEC applications. 

User applications on mobile devices can be grouped into three different case types, 

with each having distinct latency requirements and mobility patterns to formulate the 

models and algorithms discussed in the next section. Some augmented reality applications 

such as applications guiding visitors in museums and exhibitions, do not require stringent 

latency requirement and fixed in one location. These kinds of user applications are 

considered as Case 1 user applications that do not require hard deadline and no user 

mobility or mobility limited to within a MEC host (intra-host user mobility). User 

applications such as remote medical surgery have stringent latency requirement but with 

intra-host user mobility.  These kinds of applications are considered as Case 2 user 

applications that have stringent deadline requirement with intra-host user mobility. 

Mobile applications such as remote desktop application while commuting has greater 

mobility as well as stringent latency requirement. These kinds of applications are 

considered as Case 3 applications which have stringent deadline requirement with inter-

host user mobility. 

A set of MEC hosts are denoted as 𝑯 = {1,2, . . ℎ. . , 𝐻}. Each MEC host has a 

maximum compute capacity, measured in CPU cycles per second, and energy-efficiency 

metric, measured in joules per CPU cycle. A hierarchical MEC network deployment, as 

shown in Figure 1.2 is considered, deployed at the radio node, i.e., level 1, network 

aggregation points, i.e., level 2, and at the edge of the core network (i.e., level 3) [54]. 𝑰 

: 𝑰 ⊆ 𝑯, 𝑖 ∈ 𝑰 is denoted as the MEC hosts deployed at the radio nodes. One of these 

will be the default serving MEC host for the mobile device with application computation 

offloading, i.e., a mobile device will be always within the serving coverage area of a MEC 

host 𝑖. 𝐉 ∶ 𝐉 ⊆ 𝑯, 𝑗 ∈ 𝑱 and 𝑱 = {1,2, . . , 𝑗, . . 𝐽}  is denoted as the set of MEC hosts capable 

of hosting the user application considering the application’s rules and requirements such 

as special type hardware requirement such as graphics processing unit (GPU). 
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6.3.2 Energy Modeling 

The energy consumption of a MEC host is jointly determined by the usage of the CPU, 

storage, memory, and network interfaces. Since the CPU contribution is dominant among 

these factors in MEC host, it is the main focus in the literature [57]. Two models are 

widely used for the energy consumption: one model is based on the Dynamic voltage and 

frequency scaling (DVFS) [182] technique while the other model is based on an 

observation in [183] [154] that the server-energy consumption is linear to the CPU 

utilization ratio, which depends on the computation load. The energy consumption of the 

server at the MEC host based on CPU utilization is modelled as in Eq. (6.1), assuming a 

fixed running frequency, where 𝐸𝑚𝑎𝑥  is the energy consumption for a fully utilized server, 

𝛼 is the fraction of the idle energy consumption and 𝑢 denotes the CPU utilization ratio. 

Idle power consumption is mainly due to the power consumption in the power delivery 

and cooling infrastructure.                      

𝐸𝑠 =  𝛼 𝐸𝑚𝑎𝑥 + (1 − 𝛼)𝐸𝑚𝑎𝑥  𝑢 (6. 1) 

The total energy consumption of an offloaded computational task comprises two parts: 

(a) data offloading energy and (b) task computation energy. Data offloading energy 

consumption is due to the uploading and downloading energy of data. Since our research 

is focusing on minimizing the energy consumption in a MEC network, data offloading 

energy through the wireless network is not considered as it is the same for all the cases of 

MEC host selection. Data offloading energy consumption is 𝑟𝑁𝑒𝑖,𝑗
𝑁 , where 𝑒𝑖,𝑗

𝑁  is the 

energy efficiency of data offloading between MEC hosts 𝑖 and j, measured in joules per 

bit. Similarly, task computation energy is 𝑟𝐶  𝑒𝑗
𝐶 , where 𝑒𝑗

𝐶  is the energy efficiency of task 

computation at the MEC host 𝑗, measured in joules per CPU cycle. Thus, the total energy 

consumption of the task is 𝑟𝑁𝑒𝑖,𝑗
𝑁 + 𝑟𝐶  𝑒𝑗

𝐶 . 

The device application could offload multiple tasks, i.e., 𝑛 number of tasks.  The total 

energy consumption of application computation offloading in the MEC network is 𝐸𝑗 =

( 𝑟𝑁̅̅̅̅  ∗ 𝑒𝑖,𝑗
𝑁  + 𝑟𝐶̅̅ ̅ ∗  𝑒𝑗

𝐶) ∗ 𝑛, where 𝑟𝑁̅̅̅̅  and 𝑟𝐶̅̅ ̅ represent the average of the quantities over 

𝑛 number of tasks.  
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6.3.3 Latency Model 

The total latency of the computation offloading comprises two parts: (a) data 

offloading latency and; (b) task computational latency. Data offloading latency is 

determined as 
𝑟𝑁

 𝑥𝑖,𝑗
𝑁 , where  𝑥𝑖,𝑗

𝑁  is the network bandwidth allocated to the user in bits per 

second during offloading of the task.  Task computational latency is then   
𝑟𝐶

𝑥𝑗
𝐶 

 , where 𝑥𝑗
𝐶 

is the compute resource allocated to the user in the host 𝑗, measured in CPU cycles per 

second. However, it is not always possible to host the user application in the same MEC 

host due to user mobility, which causes the latency variations. 

6.3.4 User Mobility 

Mobile users move around the MEC network during the application computation 

offloading. The movements may cause users moving into the coverage area of a different 

default serving MEC host. To consider the variations in resource availability and resource 

allocations in different MEC hosts, The time spent by each user under the coverage area 

of a MEC host is considered in time periods 𝑝, 𝑝 ∈ 𝐏 , 𝐏 =  {1,2, . . , 𝑝, 𝑝 + 1, …𝑃), where 

𝑝 and 𝑝 + 1 are consecutive time periods. The user application may be migrated to 

another MEC host due to the optimization process of the MEC system initiated by MEC 

network, even if the user stays under the coverage area of the same MEC host over a time 

period. However, in this chapter, it is assumed that only one MEC host is selected during 

a specific time period 𝑝 and the user application is not migrated during this time period 

since the user will be under the coverage area of the same MEC host during that period 

𝑝. 

Thus, the offloading energy consumption during one time period is: 

𝐸𝑝,𝑗
𝑂 = ( 𝑟𝑝𝑁̅̅̅̅  ∗  𝑒𝑝,𝑖,𝑗

𝑁 + 𝑟𝑝
𝐶̅̅ ̅ ∗  𝑒𝑝,𝑗

𝐶 ) ∗  𝑛𝑝 (6. 2) 

where 𝑝 ∈ 𝐏,  𝑗 ∈ 𝐉  and 𝑛𝑝 is the number of tasks offloaded during the period 𝑝. The 

parameters 𝑟𝑝
𝐶̅̅ ̅ and 𝑟𝑝𝑁̅̅̅̅  are the average of the computational resource required and the 

average of the size of the input data of the offloaded tasks respectively.  The parameters 

𝑒𝑝,𝑖,𝑗
𝑁  and 𝑒𝑝,𝑗

𝐶   are the energy efficiency of data offloading in joules per bit and the energy 

efficiency of task computation joules per CPU cycle respectively, during the time period  

𝑝. 
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In addition to the offloading energy, migration energy due to the migration of the user 

application from one MEC host to another MEC host needs to be considered. As in [184], 

data offloading energy is dominant of all other energies involved in live migration. The 

migration energy consumption of the user application at the end of each period 𝑝 is 

considered as: 

𝐸𝑝,𝑗
𝑀 = 𝑟𝑝,𝑗

𝑀  ep,j
M  (6. 3) 

where 𝑟𝑝,𝑗
𝑀  is data to be migrated in bits and ep,j

M  is migration energy efficiency in Joules 

per bit, where  𝑝 ∈ 𝐏,  𝑗 ∈ 𝐉  and 𝐸𝑝,𝑗
𝑀 = 0 for 𝑝 = 𝑃. 

6.3.5 Objective of Optimization 

Our objective is to minimize the total energy consumption of the application 

computation offloading during the morning peak hour: 

min {∑∑  𝑦𝑗 (𝐸𝑝,𝑗
𝑂

𝐽

𝑗=1

+ 𝐸𝑝,𝑗
𝑀 ) 

𝑃

𝑝=1

} (6. 4) 

where 𝑦𝑗 is an indicator variable to indicate whether the MEC host 𝑗 is selected for 

hosting the user application. If it is selected, 𝑦j = 1 𝑜𝑟 0 otherwise. The solution to the 

problem in (4) is the set of MEC hosts selected in each period of times that, in turns, 

indicates the user application migration path. 

Algorithm 6.1 Algorithm to calculate feasible MEC hosts for user application 

offloading for a user 
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The computational intensity (𝛿𝑝) for a time period p is defined as the ratio of average 

computational resource required to the average of the input data size over that period:   

  

 

𝛿𝑝 = 
𝑟𝑝
𝐶̅̅̅̅

𝑟𝑝
𝑁̅̅ ̅̅  (6. 5) 

CI is a metric to describe the type of application based on computational resource 

requirement and data offloading requirement. A higher CI indicates computation-

intensive tasks and a lower CI indicates bandwidth-intensive tasks. 

6.3.6 Feasible MEC Hosts Selection  

Algorithm 6.1 explains the procedure to get feasible MEC hosts for a user application. 

First, time spent under each default MEC serving host 𝐏 is derived based on the user 

mobility prediction. Then for each period 𝑝 ∈ 𝐏, all the possible MEC hosts that satisfy 

the rule and requirement of the applications such as special hardware requirement is 

derived. For each possible MEC hosts check whether latency constraint is satisfied. If the 

latency constraint is satisfied, calculate the total energy consumption as in Eq. (6.2) and 

add to the list of feasible MEC hosts. Thus, Algorithm 6.1 outputs all the feasible MEC 

hosts during the application computation offloading duration. 

 

Input: user mobility, MEC network information 

 

Output: feasible_hosts – feasible MEC hosts 

 

Process 

 Predict time periods 𝐏  

FOR EACH period 𝑝 ∈ 𝐏  
  Get default connected host 𝑖 ∈ 𝑰 

Get all possible MEC hosts 𝑱  

FOR EACH possible MEC host 𝑗 ∈ 𝑱  
5.  6.   IF MEC hosts selection criteria is satisfied 

7.  8.    Calculate energy using Eq. (6.2) 

Add 𝑗 to feasible_hosts with energy  
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Case 1 – User Applications with Soft deadline and Intra-host Mobility  

Since the user does not move to a different serving MEC host during morning peak 

hours, the whole hour could be considered as one time period. Migration energy is 

assumed to be 0 in this context because of no migration. Hence, offloading energy 

consumption becomes the total energy consumption 𝐸𝑗. Thus, the objective function in 

Eq. (6.4) can be minimized to: 

𝑚𝑖𝑛{∑𝑦𝑗 𝐸𝑗

𝐽

𝑗=1

} (6. 6) 

In this context, we need to find the MEC host, starting from the default serving MEC 

host to all MEC hosts in the hierarchy level, which minimizes the total energy 

consumption for the user application. If a user application needs to be hosted in another 

MEC host 𝑗 instead of the default serving host 𝑖, the total energy consumption at 𝑖 should 

be greater than the total energy consumption at 𝑗: 

𝐸𝑖 > 𝐸𝑗 

𝑟𝐶̅̅ ̅ ∗  𝑒𝑖
𝐶 >  𝑟𝑁̅̅̅̅  ∗ 𝑒𝑖,𝑗

𝑁  + 𝑟𝐶̅̅ ̅ ∗  𝑒𝑗
𝐶 

𝑟𝐶̅̅ ̅

𝑟𝑁̅̅̅̅
 (𝛿) > 

𝑒𝑖,𝑗
𝑁

𝑒𝑖
𝐶 − 𝑒𝑗

𝐶  (6. 7) 

 Equation (6.7) reveals the MEC host selection criteria for Case 1. The parameter 𝛿 

depends on the user application and the right-hand side of the Eq. (6.7) depends on the 

current condition of the MEC network. Algorithm 6.1 provides all the feasible MEC 

hosts. The MEC host with minimum total energy consumption among all the feasible 

MEC hosts is the solution for MEC host selection problem for Case 1. 

Case 2 – User Applications with Hard Deadline and Intra-host Mobility 

Since the requirement of the user application is a hard deadline, the maximum tolerable 

latency constraint is imposed onto the objective function in Eq. (6.6). The total latency, 

i.e., the sum of the data offloading latency and task computational latency, should be less 

or equal to the user application’s maximum tolerable latency.  

Therefore, the maximum tolerable latency constraint can be calculated as: 
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𝑟𝑁̅̅̅̅

 𝑥𝑖,𝑗
𝑁 + 

𝑟𝐶̅̅ ̅

𝑥𝑗
𝐶 ≤ 𝜏

𝑀 (6. 8) 

By considering Eq. (6.7) and Eq. (6.8), it can be derived from the criteria as in Eq. 

(6.9) to select a MEC host to instantiate the user application: 

𝜏𝑀

𝑟𝑁̅̅̅̅
≥  

𝑥𝑖,𝑗
𝑁

𝑥𝑗
𝐶  (𝑒𝑖

𝐶 − 𝑒𝑗
𝐶  )
 +

1

 𝑥𝑖,𝑗
𝑁  (6. 9) 

Equation (6.9) reveals the MEC host selection criteria for Case 2. The left-hand side 

of the criteria in Eq. (6.9) is based on the type of user applications and the right-hand side 

of the criteria, i.e., resource allocations and energy efficiency metrics depending on the 

current condition of the MEC network. Selecting the MEC host with minimum total 

energy consumption among the feasible MEC hosts resulted from Algorithm 6.1 is the 

solution for Case 2. 

 Case 3 – User Applications with Hard deadline and Inter-host Mobility 

While the user is moving to the coverage areas of different MEC hosts, resource 

allocations and energy efficiency metrics vary for each period, thus the total energy 

 

Figure 6.1 Shortest path problem formulation for MEC hosts selection and user 

application migration problem; (a) is the feasible MEC hosts in each period and (b) is the 

derived shortest path problem 
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consumptions. Since the hard deadline requirement, Eq. (6.9) is the MEC host selection 

criteria for Case 3 also. Algorithm 6.1 outputs all the feasible MEC hosts during the 

application computation offloading duration. However, a local minimum in each period 

does not lead to a global minimum because the migration energy is involved in between 

each period.  This indicates that different combinations of MEC hosts between each 

period need to be considered rather than considering only local minimum in each period. 

This introduces the difficulty in finding the suitable sets of MEC hosts that minimize the 

total energy consumption while satisfying the maximum tolerable latency constraint.   

To tackle this issue, feasible MEC hosts for computation offloading in each period can 

be found. For instance, Figure 6.1(a) shows the list of possible MEC hosts in each time 

period during the offloading process of the user application. For example, 𝐻3 is the only 

feasible MEC host during the period  2 that satisfies the rules and requirements of the 

user application including the maximum tolerable latency requirement.  

Then by considering all possible combinations of MEC hosts between each period, the 

suitable MEC host in each period needs to be found to host the user application and 

migrate accordingly. To solve this issue, a directed graph from the MEC hosts selection 

and user application migration problem is derived. The MEC hosts are represented by 

nodes and the energy consumptions are represented by edges of the graph. A dummy 

MEC host node is added next to each of the MEC host node to incorporate task 

computation energy in the directed graph. Task computation energy at the MEC host is 

added to the edge of these nodes. Figure 6.1(b) shows the directed graph derived from the 

feasible MEC hosts. Further, the start and end nodes are added to convert this to the 

shortest path problem in the directed graph. Dijkstra’s algorithm can be utilized to solve 

the shortest path problem since it is a directed graph with non-negative weights.   

6.4. Simulation and Results 

6.4.1 Simulation Setup 

MEC hosts selection and user application migration problem is simulated in an urban 

area of 2 km × 2 km served by a mobile wireless network in which radio nodes are spaced 

200 m apart. It is assumed a total of 1,000 users, each with a mobile device moving in 
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vehicles for an hour, i.e., 3,600 seconds, during the morning peak hour rush. We used the 

correlated mobility model developed in Section 3.3.1 to produce the users’ trajectories 

during morning peak hours in which users start from the outer suburbs of the city and 

then gradually move towards the central business district. From the user trajectories, we 

calculate the default serving MEC host and the time period spent under each MEC host. 

We assume that each device application offloads a computation-intensive task per second. 

To compare two applications and specify whether first application is more compute-

intensive application or bandwidth-intensive application based on CI value, we need to 

have a reference value, i.e., fixed input data size or compute resource. We fix the input 

data size in this research. In other words, we fix the data offloading energy. The input 

data size and the maximum tolerable latency are fixed to 1 Mbits and 14 ms, respectively. 

The maximum tolerable latency is selected to cater to virtual reality applications [179] 

[142]. CI is varied to analyze the dynamics of energy efficiency in MEC hosts selection 

and user application migration problem.  

 

Figure 6.2 users' location at different time 

 

time t = 1 s t = 1200 s t = 2400 s t = 3600 s

time (t) 
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Different types of servers are deployed in different levels of the MEC network.  The 

MEC network is designed to be three levels.  Level 1 MEC host is deployed at each radio 

node with less capability (CPU capacity 12 GHz with 250 watts power consumption per 

server) whereas level 2 (57.6 GHz, 600 watts) is the network aggregation point where the 

MEC hosts are deployed at. Level 3 (207 GHz, 1500 watts) is the edge of the core where 

a pool of servers with richer compute resources are deployed at. These MEC hosts 

locations are based on the results of the utilitarian resource distribution algorithm 

proposed in Section 3.3.5. Physical servers are selected by considering the energy 

efficiency selection process based on the methodology proposed in Section 4.3.2. The 

network uplink capacities between level 1 and level 2, and between level 2 and level 3 

are 2.5 Gbps (XG-PON) and 10 Gbps (NG-PON2) respectively [185]. The corresponding 

energy efficiency metrics for the above links are 21.4 nano joules per bit and 25.2 n joules 

per bit as given in [186]. The maximum CPU resources and network transmission 

bandwidth at each level are 6 GHz (level 1), 12 GHz (level 2), 20 GHz (level 3) and 600 

Mbps (level 1 to level 2) and 100 Mbps (level 2 to level 3), respectively. CPU resource 

allocations randomly vary between 5 GHz – 10 GHz, 7.5 GHz – 15 GHz and 10 GHz – 

20 GHz in level 1, 2 and 3 MEC hosts, respectively. Network bandwidth allocations vary 

between 400 Mbps – 800 Mbps and 100 Mbps – 200 Mbps in the network between level 

1 and level 2, and between level 2 and level 3, respectively. The resource allocation is 

maintained in such a way that when mobile users gradually move towards the CBD, 

 

Figure 6.3 The total energy consumption of the MEC network and the rejected tasks 

percentage for Case 3. 
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resource allocations per application tends to skew toward the minimum value of the 

allocations.  

 In the case of intra-host mobility, i.e. Case 1 and Case 2, MEC host selection is trivial. 

Algorithm 6.1 outputs all the feasible MEC hosts. The MEC host with minimum total 

energy among the feasible MEC hosts will be selected for hosting the user application. 

The MEC host selection criteria for Case 1 and Case 2 are Eq. (6.7) and Eq. (6.9) 

respectively. The left-hand side of both conditions depend on the type of the application 

and right side depend on the current condition of the MEC network. Thus, accurate 

predictions of MEC network conditions improve the energy efficiency in MEC host 

selection in both cases. Since Case 3 is the most challenging case out of three cases, we 

analyze Case 3 in detail in the following subsections.  

 

Figure 6.4 User trajectories of a representative user (10th user out of 1,000) with the time 

spent in each radio nodes 
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Figure 6.5 power consumption variations and the task accomplishment latency  of a 

representative user (10th user out of 1,000)  
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6.4.2 Total energy consumption in MEC network 

(a) shows the user locations on the simulation area in different time instances during 

the morning peak hour. It can be seen that users start their commute randomly from their 

initial locations, mostly from their homes, then move towards the central business district 

(CBD) for their day-today activities like work, education etc., during the morning peak 

hour. At the end of the morning peak hour, most of the users stay at the CBD.  

Figure 6.2(b) shows the total energy consumption of the offloaded MEC applications 

in the MEC network for selected CI values in every 10-minute time interval of the 

morning peak hour for Case 3. These CI values are selected to show the dynamics of 

MEC hosts selection and user application migration process.  

For a CI value of 5, almost all of the offloading requests are handled by the MEC host 

at level 1 and the user application is being migrated to each MEC host at level 1 while the 

user is moving from the coverage area of a MEC host to another MEC host, similar to a 

moving personal cloud. This indicates that hosting low CI value (high bandwidth 

requirement) applications at level 1 provides energy efficiency. Hosting user applications 

at level 2 and level 3 are energy-efficient for CI=20 and CI=30, respectively. This implies 

that hosting computation-intensive applications at a higher level is energy efficient.  If 

 

Figure 6.6 User trajectories of a representative user (100th user out of 1,000) with the time 

spent in each radio nodes 
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user applications do not require hard deadline, which described in Case 1 in Section III 

E, then hosting user applications in level 3 is energy-efficient beyond CI value of 20. 

 However, for Cases 2 and 3 with hard deadline requirements, this trend changes. Since 

the latency requirement cannot be satisfied at level 3, for CI values between 30 to 75, 

selecting ME hosts at level 2 gives better results in terms of energy efficiency. The 

resource allocations and the energy efficiency of the MEC network during the period are 

the key factors in selecting which network level to host the offloaded tasks. Beyond CI 

value of 75, some of the applications need to be offloaded to level 1 to satisfy the latency 

requirement, even though hosting a high computation-intensive application in level 1 

consumes very high energy. Most importantly, beyond the CI value of 75, offloading task 

requests are being rejected by the MEC network due to the inability to handle the hard 

latency requirements of the tasks during that period. The rejected ratio, therefore, 

increases with the CI value. Further, the rejected ratio increases with time, indicating that 

more requests are being rejected when users are moving towards the CBD.   

 When users move toward the CBD, the hosting of user applications tends to move 

toward the lower level. For instance, for a CI value of 30, 36% of the tasks were hosted 

in level 2 during the first period (t = 1 – 600), which then increases up to 65% of the tasks 

at the end of the time period (t = 3001 – 3600). Similarly, 9% of the accepted tasks were 

served at level 1 for a CI value of 100 during the start of the simulation. It then increases 

to 30% over time. On the other hand, hosting offloaded tasks at level 3 drops from 23% 

to 9% over time. This implies that when users are moving toward the CBD, user 

applications are being migrated to level 1 to satisfy the latency requirement.  

6.4.3 Power Consumption of Individual Users 

 Figures 6.3 and 6.4 show the trajectories of two different users, their applications’ 

power consumption and service delivery latencies for different CIs during their commute 

for Case 3. Figure 6.3(a) shows the trajectory of a representative user (10th user) who 

moves through three different default MEC host coverage areas, with time spent on each 

coverage areas indicated in the figure. It can be observed that this user spent more time 

on the second MEC host during the user’s commute. 

Figure 6.3(b) shows the average power consumption of the selected user with different 

CI values analyzed for 200 different days. The average power consumption increases with 
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CI value, as expected. However, high skewness is visible during the 133 – 2431 period 

for CI 90, 100, 120 values. This is due to the reason that only a few requests were served 

in level 1 due to latency constraints, which leads to higher energy consumption. For 

instance, 4%, 49% and 25% of user applications are hosted in level 1, level 2 and level 3, 

respectively for a CI value of 90. The remaining 22% of the requests were dropped. The 

maximum latency in serving the user application increases with CI and stays within 14 

ms, as the applications’ hard deadline requirement is 14 ms. 
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Figure 6.7 power consumption variations and the task accomplishment latency  of a representative user (100th user out of 1,000) 
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Figure 6.8 Breakdowns of (a) energy and (b) latency of the representative user (100th user) for a day 
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Similarly, Fig. 6.4(a) show the user trajectory of another representative user (100th user) 

who is moving through eight different radio nodes and the time spent under the coverage 

of each radio node. High skewness can be seen for larger CI values during the morning 

peak hour similar to the above-selected user as in Figure 6.3. However, during the last 

two periods, i.e., 2621- 2930 and 1931 – 3600, higher power is consumed for larger CI 

values. For instance, 6% and 1 % are hosted for a CI value of 120 during the period 1931-

3600 in level 1 and level 3, respectively.  

Figure 6.8(a) shows the breakdown of energy consumption and Figure 6.8(b) shows 

the breakdown of latency for the representative user in a day. Only computation energy 

at level 1 is consumed for CI value of 5 since all the tasks are served at Level 1. When 

the CI value increases, energy consumption increases, while the level of the application 

being served is changing. For instance, CI value of 60 for the time period of 1117-1597, 

level 2 computation energy and level 2 offloading energy is consumed. Both of the 

energies are nearly equal. However, in the case of level 3, as in 654 - 1116 for the same 

CI value, computing energy is higher than the offloading energy. This is because more 

computing resources have to be allocated at level 3 to complete the task before the 

deadline requirement. This is proved by the total latency to execute the task is around 14 

ms from Figure 6.8(b), which is the maximum tolerable latency. 

In addition, some of the tasks such as CI values of 100 and 120 for the period 243 - 

653 are rejected. This is because the MEC network is unable to satisfy the latency 

requirement of the application during that time period. Interestingly, when time increases, 

users move to CBD, higher value CI are being served at level 1 due to the maximum 

tolerable latency requirement. Most of the latency is due to offloading data to the MEC 

host Figure 6.8(b), which limits the task acceptance for accomplishment. To avoid this 

situation, adding more network bandwidth will improve the task acceptance ratio. 

We found that both MEC hosts selection and user application migration can be 

predicted up to a high extent based on the CI values, as demonstrated by our results above. 

However, this highly depends on the mobility predictions and the resource availability 

prediction in the MEC network. Recent research such as in [187] uses a machine learning 

approach to predict the network demand. Since many research works have been focused 

on improving the prediction of human mobility from historical data of users within MEC 

network and MEC resource availability predictions, the shortest path problem can be pre-
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calculated, which then leads to minimization of the response time to a user application 

offloading request and hence improving the energy efficiency of the MEC network.  

6.5. Summary 

Improving energy efficiency in MEC hosts selection and user application migration 

considering user mobility and latency requirement is a critical challenge for MEC service 

providers in a hierarchical network. In this chapter, we formulated the above-mentioned 

problem as a shortest path problem. We showed through simulations that by using 

Dijkstra's algorithm to solve the problem, computational intensity (δ) is an important 

metric in selecting the MEC host level to offload the user application. Our results showed 

that when CI increases, the benefits of selecting the top-level MEC host to host the user 

application in terms of energy efficiency increases but beyond a certain CI value, i.e., CI 

= 75, this trend changes due to maximum tolerable latency constraint.  

Our research showed that the energy efficiency in MEC hosts selection and user 

application migration problem can be maximized with the help of machine learning and 

big data analytics to accurately predict user mobility patterns and MEC network resource 

availability. This, in turn, allows service providers to develop network resource 

orchestration algorithms to anticipate network loads and optimize their networks in real-

time.  
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7. Conclusions and Future 

Directions 

Multi-access edge computing is an emerging solution to support future mobile 

applications. Computation offloading in MEC network is the key enabler to enhance the 

capabilities of the mobile device beyond its limited capacities to support new and 

emerging applications that are computing-intensive and required ultra-low latency 

communications. Since MEC is still at its infant stage, it is very challenging to design and 

develop a MEC network especially to complement the existing 5G infrastructure.  

7.1. Summary of Key Contributions 

The main focus of this thesis is to propose potential solutions and techniques in 

designing a multi-access edge computing network that performs computation offloading 

of mobile applications, which delivers high quality-of-experience to the end users in 

terms of latency while considering the maximisation of network energy efficiency in a 

resource constraint environment. In a broader view, this thesis analyses the resource 

allocations and energy efficiency of host deployment in a MEC network. A summary of 

each contributing chapters is given below.   

7.1.1 MEC Resource Allocation and Host Selection 

In order to design and deploy MEC network within an existing mobile network, 

computation offloading demands of end users need to be derived. The resource 

requirement variations of different mobile applications are considered in deriving the 

demand of computation offloading in the MEC network. Since user mobility brings new 

challenges to the MEC network, a correlated user mobility model is presented in Chapter 

3 to capture user mobility during peak hours as mirrored by real data. User trajectories of 

spatial and temporal dimensions derived from the correlated mobility model and the 

computational task offloading request pattern of users are used to estimate the 

7 
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computation offloading demand of the MEC network. The utilitarian resource distribution 

algorithm proposed in Chapter 3 provides a benchmark for the maximum number of total 

tasks accomplished in the MEC network while providing insights into the selected host 

locations and the amount of CPU resources needed to be allocated in a resource-

constrained environment.  

Cost minimization of computation offloading without compromising the quality-of-

service in a MEC network based on the service level agreement is another challenge for 

MEC service providers. Selecting suitable MEC host to serve offloading request is a key 

to minimize the serving cost of computation offloading in a resource constraint 

environment. In Chapter 5, an extended Balas-Geoffrion additive algorithm is developed 

to solve MEC host selection problem, which minimizes the total cost of computation 

offloading. Further, the algorithm minimizes the time complexity to find the optimum 

solution, since it uses only additions and subtractions to determine the solution. The 

findings in Chapter 5 show that the extended algorithm outperforms the original Balas-

Geoffrion algorithm in the number of iterations required to reach the optimal solution for 

the special case of binary programming similar to MEC host selection problem. The cost 

of serving computation offloading increases beyond a threshold margin in terms of the 

number of rejected requests. This trade-off will be helpful for MEC service providers to 

finalize their service level agreements with their customers. 

7.1.2 Energy Efficiency in MEC Network 

Energy efficiency is an important consideration in designing MEC network to 

minimize the capital and operational expenditures of mobile operators. It starts with 

selecting suitable hardware devices to deploy in MEC hosts and implementing energy-

efficient best practices in MEC network to minimize the energy consumption. In Chapter 

4, a method for server class selection is proposed based on computation offloading 

demands in a MEC network. Then, energy saving algorithms for MEC host is also 

proposed based on the single threshold energy saving methodology. By carefully 

selecting the classes of servers based on the offloading demands, the proposed algorithms 

could achieve an energy saving of up to 34.32% in a MEC host during the morning peak 

hour.  In addition, based on the proposed energy-efficient processes, an average energy 

saving of 16.15 % can be achieved in the MEC system during a morning peak hour using 

the proposed solution. 
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In addition to the energy-efficient MEC host deployments, improving energy 

efficiency in MEC hosts selection and user application migration is a critical challenge 

for MEC service providers in a hierarchical network. In Chapter 6, the above-mentioned 

problem is formulated as a shortest path problem. Computational intensity (CI) metric is 

proposed as an important metric in selecting the MEC host hierarchy level to offload the 

user application. Results suggested that the energy efficiency in MEC hosts selection and 

user application migration problem can be maximized with the help of machine learning 

and big data analytics to accurately predict user mobility patterns and MEC network 

resource availability. This, in turn, allows service providers to develop network resource 

orchestration algorithms based on proposed algorithms to anticipate network loads and 

optimize their networks in real-time. 

7.2. Future Research Directions 

The research work throughout this thesis is built up based on some valid assumptions 

to narrow down the scope of the thesis. However, by relaxing some of these assumptions, 

the thesis can be extended to cover more diverse use cases and research into the 

practicality of MEC network deployment issues. This opens different pathways for 

research activities in future. Yet, many research questions related to optimizing 

underlying MEC network to support a variety of applications are discussed in the 

following subsections. 

7.2.1 Dynamic Resource Allocation in MEC Host Selection 

The latency in uploading and downloading the offloading tasks through the wireless 

network is assumed to be constant in this thesis. In other words, wireless bandwidth 

resource allocation is assumed to be consistent throughout this thesis. However, this is 

not the case in a real wireless network. Hence, the work in this thesis can be extended to 

consider latency variations in the wireless network to jointly allocate resources in wireless 

and access network.         

In detail, this thesis considers MEC host selection and user application migration 

problem by allocating bandwidth resource in the access network and computing resources 

in MEC hosts. However, this research work assumes the same amount of bandwidth 
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resource is allocated in the wireless network for all users. In reality, wireless bandwidth 

allocation could be varied based on the resource availability and the signal strength in the 

wireless network. Thus, the allocation of wireless network resource can be dynamically 

adjusted based on the resource availability in the radio access network or vice versa. For 

instance, if the end user is allocated a low bandwidth or the wireless connectivity of the 

end user is poor, the latency of data transmission through the wireless network is expected 

to increase. To compensate this increased latency in the wireless network, more resources 

will need to be allocated in the access network to satisfy the task deadline requirement. 

Thus, wireless network resource allocation and access network resource allocation can be 

jointly considered for the MEC host selection and user application migration problem.  

Similar joint resource allocations for computation offloading were analyzed in 

previous literature for mobile cloud computing as in [70] [188] [189]. However, the main 

differences in MEC when compared to mobile cloud computing are impact of user 

mobility and limitations of available resources. Joint wireless bandwidth and computing 

resource allocations in MEC network gain attention of researchers recently [190] [191] 

[192]. User mobility in MEC network leads to another dimension of the resource 

allocation problems analysed recently. 

7.2.2 Optimisation of MEC network for Internet of Things (IoT) 

Devices 

The use case of computation offloading from user mobile devices is considered 

throughout this thesis, i.e., the accomplished results of the offloaded tasks should be 

returned to the same device. However, it might not be the case for some computation 

offloading applications. For instance, computation offloading from sensor network need 

not to be returned to the same sensor. The uploading data from the sensor network can be 

processed in an intermediate MEC host to extract the required information before 

uploading to the cloud data centre.  

One of the use cases for future mobile applications is massive machine type 

communications (mMTC). This use case is characterized by a very large number of 

connected devices typically transmitting a relatively low volume of non-delay sensitive 

data, i.e. IoT devices. MEC can be used to process and aggregate the data generated by 

IoT services before they reach the cloud data centres. This will be important for network 
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scalability as the number of connections is expected to be huge and may be crucial for 

battery-powered IoT devices. A shorter transmission time between the device and the 

MEC host reduces drain on the battery and therefore can increase the life of the device 

and improve the business case. 

Selecting a suitable MEC host to process and aggregate the IoT data is another 

challenge for MEC service providers. Since these data are non-delay sensitive and needs 

to be aggregated and uploaded to cloud data centres, it varies from the MEC host selection 

and user application migration problem analysed in this thesis.  

Application of MEC network for IoT based computation offloading for Industry 4.0 is 

analysed in [193] and joint computation offloading and multi-user scheduling for NB-IoT 

is analysed in [194]. A cognitive data offloading approach for IoT is considered in [195] 

However, resource limitations and hierarchical deployment in MEC network is not 

considered in the above research. Thus, MEC host selection for computation offloading 

of MTC use case could be a future research direction that can be extended from this thesis. 

7.2.3 Vehicle to Vehicle Communication 

User mobility in this thesis is considered as correlated user mobility during the 

commute in the morning peak hours. The proposed correlated mobility model considers 

the CBD in the centre of the simulation area and morning peak hours. The same model 

can be extended to multiple CBDs or gathering areas and the evening peak hour mobility 

by changing the parameters in the model. In addition, mobility model can be extended to 

vehicular communication to understand the mobility of the vehicle in a bird’s eye view. 

Hence, the next-generation transportation systems are proposed to improve 

transportation safety and efficiency by incorporating wireless communication and 

informatics technologies in the transportation system. Vehicular communication 

networks enable vehicles to exchange vital information with other vehicles and external 

environments. Vehicle-to-vehicle communications can be used in supporting a variety of 

services such as road safety, traffic management, and entertainment. Vehicular 

communication networks face many technical challenges such as vehicle mobility, burst 

traffic, highly dynamic topology, vulnerable wireless links, very low latency 

communication [196]. Facilitating computation offloading in vehicular technologies 
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highly depend on very low latency and hard deadline requirements of the user 

applications, since vehicles could move at a high speed.   

In this thesis, the correlated mobility model is proposed to predict user mobility during 

the morning peak hour, where most of the users are moving towards the central business 

district from outer areas. Proposed correlated mobility model can be extended to predict 

the mobility of the vehicles. In addition, computation offloading from mobile devices 

were considered in this thesis in which tasks are offloaded from a mobile device and the 

results are returned to the same device. However, in the vehicular communication 

scenario, tasks are offloaded from a vehicle and the results might be delivered to multiple 

vehicles. This additional constraint needs to be considered in selecting suitable MEC host 

to serve offloading request in vehicular communication, which can be extended from the 

MEC host selection and user application migration problem as analysed in this thesis. 

Collaborative vehicular edge commuting network architectures and challenges are 

discussed in [197] to implement autonomous driving and augmented reality applications 

scenarios. In addition, different methodologies are proposed for computation offloading 

from vehicles to edge computing network in recent literature [198] [199]. 

7.2.4 Edge Intelligence 

MEC network conditions such as network traffic are highly dynamic due to user 

mobility and edge server deployment. In addition, the user application usage pattern is 

also highly dynamic due to the availability of a vast variety of mobile applications. This 

thesis assumed that the network conditions and application usage pattern are known to 

the MEC system. However, in real networks, it is a challenge to predict these values. 

Since MEC hosts are going to be deployed proximity to the end users, context 

awareness is a key feature of edge computing, which can be utilised to predict the 

behaviour of the users and network. These predictions can be used in vast variety of 

applications from healthcare to network optimization [200] [201]. The vast amount of 

user context data can be collected for analysing user behaviour history. Similarly, network 

context data can be saved to analyse the dynamics of the network under different times 

of day as well as different days and months. Big data analytical tools shall be used to 

analyse the context-awareness data to propose precise predictions. Further, machine 

learning methods such as deep reinforcement learning, federated learning and transfer 
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learning [201] can be used to predict the network conditions, user behaviours such as 

mobility and usage pattern on an ongoing basis [202]. In keeping the records of context 

awareness, blockchain approach can be used to save the history of user context securely 

and in a decentralised manner, which provides convenience and easy to access. For 

example, recent research such as in [187] uses a machine learning approach to predict the 

network demand which can be used to extend this thesis. 

7.3. Conclusions 

 In summary, challenges in designing MEC network are analysed and solutions are 

proposed in this thesis to solve such challenges. Deployment and resource allocation 

related challenges such as selecting suitable locations to deploy hosts and choosing right-

size resources for each host are analysed critically. Correlated mobility model for user 

mobility predictions and utilitarian resource distribution algorithms for resource 

allocations are proposed to solve such challenges. To maximize the energy efficiency of 

the MEC system, methodologies related to physical server selection and energy-efficient 

virtual machine placement processes are proposed. MEC service providers can utilize the 

deployment and resource distribution solutions and energy efficiency methodologies to 

design and develop their network in a sustainable way to empower a better-connected 

future. 

In addition, selecting a suitable host to serve offloading request during computation 

offloading is a critical challenge to optimize the performance of the MEC system. 

Extended Balas-Geoffrion additive algorithm is proposed to minimize the total cost 

incurred by service providers in host selection. In addition, the shortest path problem 

based solution is also proposed to maximize energy efficiency in the system. MEC 

hardware system vendors can utilize the proposed host selection algorithms to implement 

the host selection process efficiently in their system. Therefore, this thesis proposes 

methodologies and solutions for critical challenges for service providers and hardware 

system vendors to design and develop MEC network. 
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